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AUDIT OF THE BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, FIREARMS
 
AND EXPLOSIVES’ MANAGEMENT AND OVERSIGHT OF
 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) uses 
confidential informants (CI) to assist in its law enforcement efforts by providing 
information related to unlawful activity. According to ATF officials, ATF would not 
be able to accomplish its mission without the use of CIs. ATF managed 
1,855 active CIs as of January 2016, and it spent approximately $4.3 million 
annually on its CI Program in fiscal years (FY) 2012 through 2015. 

The use of CIs, however, comes with risks. For example, CIs may be 
associated with illicit activities and can be motivated by many factors other than a 
desire to assist law enforcement, including financial gain and avoidance of 
punishment. Therefore, ATF must implement controls and execute significant 
management oversight to mitigate the risks inherent to its CI Program. 

To address these risks, the Attorney General’s Guidelines Regarding the Use 
of Confidential Informants (AG Guidelines) provides Department-wide guidance on 
various CI matters, including determining the suitability of individual CIs, providing 
enhanced oversight of high-risk CIs, such as those who meet certain annual and 
lifetime payment thresholds, and those who fall into certain high-risk categories. In 
accordance with the AG Guidelines, in 2012 ATF developed a CI policy that provides 
agency-specific guidance on the use of CIs.1 

The objective of this audit was to evaluate ATF’s policies and practices for 
the identification, approval, and oversight of its confidential informants. We 
focused our evaluation on the completeness, accuracy, and reliability of ATF 
CI-related information; ATF’s administrative oversight of its CI Program; and ATF’s 
implementation of CI-related policies. 

Overall, we concluded that, while ATF’s CI policies generally aligned with the 
AG Guidelines, ATF’s oversight of its CI Program required significant improvement. 
ATF’s management of its CI Program was largely decentralized, and ATF did not 
have reasonable assurance that some of the most fundamental information it 
maintained about the program was complete and accurate. As a result, we believe 
that ATF was not able to ensure that it had the level of oversight of its CI Program 
that is required by the AG Guidelines, and that ATF was not able to administer its 
CI Program in a manner that is reflective of the importance of the program, or its 
risks. 

1 The Office of the Inspector General’s (OIG) 2012 report on ATF’s Operation Fast and Furious 
found that ATF’s CI policies were not consistent with the AG Guidelines prior to 2012. 
U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, A Review of ATF’s Operation Fast and 
Furious and Related Matters (September 2012) (Fast and Furious Report). 
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Of particular concern, during our audit we found that CI information critical 
to the strategic management of the program was compartmentalized in hard-copy 
files and an unsophisticated automated system that hindered ATF’s ability to report 
CI information in an efficient and reliable manner. For example, to obtain a 
complete understanding of the value a CI has provided to ATF, or to determine the 
total compensation provided to a CI, ATF had to locate and review numerous hard-
copy documents related to the specific CI, a task that was complicated by the fact 
that those documents are maintained in multiple, separate files and systems. 
Further, the automated system that ATF used to manage CI information during our 
audit was unsophisticated and unreliable, and it did not retain historical 
information. 

The compartmentalized nature of ATF’s CI information had particularly 
deleterious effects on ATF’s ability to track payments to individual CIs. The 
AG Guidelines require the Department’s law enforcement components to account 
for and reconcile all CI payments on an individual CI basis, yet we determined that 
ATF’s guidance does not provide an adequate method for doing so. Specifically, we 
were able to reconcile the total amount of payments reflected in ATF’s files for only 
one of five CIs we reviewed. Further, there was no way for us, or for ATF, to 
determine whether payment information was missing from the documentation. We 
therefore believe that ATF was likely unable to fully track or report on payments 
made to at least some CIs with sufficient accuracy or reliability. We further believe 
that this inability impacted ATF’s ability to monitor the CI payment thresholds 
established in the AG Guidelines, and to provide sufficient safeguards to assure that 
accurate and complete payment information is consistently available to prosecutors 
when CIs are used in federal criminal proceedings. 

This audit did not examine whether ATF provided incorrect CI payment 
information during any criminal proceedings and we are not aware of any such 
instances. However, we considered this deficiency in ATF’s information 
environment to be a significant enough concern that, in June 2016, we issued a 
management advisory memorandum to ATF that described the risks that exist for 
ATF to use and supply others with inaccurate payment information concerning its 
CIs. The memorandum specifically noted that the deficiency could negatively 
impact ATF’s mission, as well as criminal proceedings in which CIs testify or are 
otherwise relied upon. 

This audit report also describes concerns with how ATF managed and 
provided oversight for certain categories of higher-risk CIs and found that ATF did 
not always categorize, track, and review the use of these CIs. In particular, the 
AG Guidelines require ATF to establish a Confidential Informant Review Committee 
(CIRC), consisting of ATF and Criminal Division officials, to oversee higher-risk CIs, 
such as long-term CIs and CIs who hold a high-level position in a criminal 
enterprise. We found that ATF relied on the field divisions to provide information 
on long-term CIs – CIs in use for 6 consecutive years – but did not have a method 
to verify that field divisions had provided all long-term CIs for review. We are 
concerned that this decentralized process did not provide an adequate level of 
accuracy for identifying long-term CIs requiring CIRC review. We also identified CIs 
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whose files indicated that they may have held a high-level position in a criminal 
enterprise, but who were not categorized as such by ATF and therefore did not 
receive the CIRC approval prior to establishment that would have been required if 
they were in fact high-level. 

Moreover, we found that the CIRC had not always met as scheduled, it had 
not always reviewed and opined on all of the CI files provided by ATF for review, 
and it had postponed decisions to a later date on numerous occasions. As a result, 
we believe that ATF’s CIRC approval process, as it has been implemented, had not 
provided the enhanced oversight of CIs required by the AG Guidelines. 

Additionally, ATF personnel can seek legal sponsorship from the Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS) for foreign nationals whom ATF believes will provide 
valuable information and assistance to its investigations, but who do not lawfully 
reside in the United States. We found that ATF officials did not completely and 
accurately track information related to foreign national CIs, and as a result we were 
unable to determine an accurate total number of ATF-sponsored foreign national 
CIs. The inability to efficiently identify these CIs is especially problematic because 
these CIs often have criminal histories or are involved with criminal organizations, 
and therefore the risks associated with these CIs remaining in the United States 
without legal authorization are higher than normal. Nor could ATF provide an 
accurate accounting of its foreign national CIs who did not require ATF sponsorship. 
ATF’s lack of reliable information related to foreign national CIs prohibited ATF 
headquarters from properly managing the CIs and ensuring appropriate 
coordination with DHS. 

We were similarly unable to obtain from ATF an accurate or complete picture 
of other higher-risk CIs, such as CIs who are Federal Firearms Licensees (FFL) or 
CIs who were used by international ATF offices. Of particular note, DOJ guidance 
emphasizes the need for controls to ensure that no licensee is led to believe that 
the continued validity of their license is in any way predicated on their status as an 
informant.2 While we found that ATF’s policy provides guidance related to this 
category of CIs, we are concerned that ATF did not have a reliable method of 
querying its records to identify CIs who may be FFLs. We believe that because this 
category of CIs requires increased oversight, ATF should strengthen its 
recordkeeping in this area. 

According to ATF officials, in FY 2015, ATF prioritized the development of a 
new automated system to maintain CI-related information and improve the quality 
of its CI data. These officials stated that the new system, the Confidential 
Informant Master Registry and Reporting System (CIMRRS), was deployed with 
limited functionality in October 2016, and that training and full implementation 
followed shortly thereafter. They also told us the new system is significantly more 
sophisticated than the legacy system and is designed to completely, reliably, and 
accurately track CI information, including payments to CIs. ATF officials further 

2 This is an issue the OIG identified in our Fast and Furious Report. 
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stated that this new system will allow ATF to track additional information related to 
each CI, such as CIs requiring CIRC review, foreign national CIs, and CIs who are 
FFLs. ATF officials believe that this initiative will improve their ability to manage 
the CI Program. 

ATF provided us a demonstration of CIMRRS after we had completed our 
fieldwork. Based on that demonstration, we believe the system improves ATF’s 
information environment, although we note that we have not audited the system 
and therefore cannot further assess it. We note, however, that as CIMRRS is 
developed further, ATF will need to ensure that data that has been migrated to the 
new system is accurate and complete, revise its CI Program policies and processes 
to account for the new system, and put in place sufficient controls to ensure that all 
information is captured in the system and validated, including individual payments 
to CIs. 

This report makes five recommendations to help ATF address deficiencies in 
its CI Program and improve its ability to sufficiently identify, assess, and mitigate 
the risks involved with using CIs. 
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AUDIT OF THE BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, FIREARMS
 
AND EXPLOSIVES’ MANAGEMENT AND OVERSIGHT OF
 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS
 

INTRODUCTION 

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) uses 
confidential informants (CI), which ATF defines as “persons who assist enforcement 
efforts, providing information and/or lawful services related to criminal and other 
unlawful activity to ATF that otherwise might not be available,” to support its 
investigations. ATF officials told us that they believe that ATF could not effectively 
do its job without the use of CIs. According to ATF, as of January 2016, it managed 
1,855 active CIs. 

ATF and Department of Justice (DOJ or Department) officials have 
acknowledged that there are risks involved with using CIs because these individuals 
often have criminal backgrounds, and they often provide assistance or cooperation 
in exchange for cash or the prospect of a reduced criminal sentence rather than a 
desire to help law enforcement. Moreover, the appropriate use of CIs requires 
assessing the usefulness and credibility of the information and services they 
provide. Therefore, the use of CIs requires significant oversight and attentive 
program management and guidance.3 

Program Management and Guidance 

ATF generally relies on its field division personnel to manage, direct, and 
evaluate the use of CIs. ATF Special Agents manage the oversight of individual CIs 
who assist on their investigations. In addition, each field division has a 
CI Coordinator who manages CI-related information and oversight activity, 
including maintaining electronic CI information and ensuring the completion of 
required CI documentation. 

ATF’s Enforcement Support Branch is the headquarters entity responsible for 
the oversight of all CI-related matters. A CI Program Manager within this branch 
provided support to the field divisions and managed the National CI Registry 
System, a database that tracked basic CI information during the period we audited. 
The CI Program Manager also was responsible for updating and implementing ATF 
CI-related policies, as well as ensuring that ATF’s policies are consistent with the 
Attorney General’s Guidelines Regarding the Use of Confidential Informants 
(AG Guidelines). 

3 These comments echoed statements we received from DOJ officials during a previous audit 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s confidential informant program. U.S. Department of Justice 
Office of the Inspector General, Audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Confidential Source 
Policies and Oversight of Higher-Risk Confidential Sources, Audit Report 15-28 (July 2015). 
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The AG Guidelines apply to the use of CIs in criminal investigations and 
prosecutions by DOJ law enforcement agencies and all Department litigating 
components with the authority to prosecute federal cases. The AG Guidelines 
provide Department-wide guidance on various CI matters, including assessing the 
suitability of individuals to be reliable CIs, establishing annual and lifetime payment 
thresholds, managing activities performed by CIs, and providing baseline oversight 
requirements for certain high-risk categories of CIs. In addition, the AG Guidelines 
require that all DOJ law enforcement components have specific policies that comply 
with the AG Guidelines. In 2012, ATF developed a CI policy document, entitled 
“Confidential Informant Usage,” which ATF personnel refer to as “the ATF CI Order.” 
The ATF CI Order provides guidance to ATF employees on procedures to follow 
related to CIs, including the CI suitability determination process and payments to 
CIs. 

Suitability Determination and Review Process 

To mitigate the risks involved in using CIs, ATF employs a variety of 
evaluation mechanisms aimed at ensuring that information provided by a CI is 
reliable and that a CI will not jeopardize an enforcement mission. The ATF CI Order 
dictates that ATF’s review process starts with an initial suitability determination, 
which includes an assessment of the CI’s background, including occupation; known 
relationships with subjects or targets, law enforcement, and public officials; and the 
CI’s motivation for becoming an informant. In addition, a CI must sign an 
agreement confirming the relationship between ATF and the CI, and ATF requires 
the CI to acknowledge the parameters of the relationship with ATF, including that 
the CI is not an ATF employee and cannot participate in any unlawful activities 
except with ATF’s specific authorization. 

The ATF CI Order states that control agents – Special Agents managing CIs – 
must review and report on the contributions of each CI every 90 days to ensure 
that the CI is necessary for continued use and has not violated conditions of the 
agreement. In addition, the ATF CI Order requires that the control agent 
semiannually prepare reports detailing each CI’s general background and criminal 
history, as well as investigations worked and payments received, to determine 
whether a CI should remain active. These semiannual reports are provided to ATF 
field division management to approve a CI for continued use. Further, when a CI 
has been active for more than 6 consecutive years, the AG Guidelines require the 
CI to undergo a formal review process involving ATF senior management and DOJ 
officials to examine whether, and under what conditions, the individual should 
continue to be utilized as a CI. 

The ATF CI Order states that when a control agent determines that a CI is no 
longer required to provide assistance in an investigation, the CI should be 
deactivated. Upon deactivation, ATF requires that the control agent notify the CI 
that he or she is no longer authorized to engage in work on behalf of ATF. The 
control agent must document in a memorandum that the CI is no longer active, the 
reason for deactivation, the length of time the CI was active, the cumulative 
payments to the CI for the previous 6-month period, and the amount of money that 
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ATF has paid to the CI over the CI’s lifetime. Additionally, the ATF CI Order states 
that if it appears a CI has violated the CI agreement — including by willfully 
submitting false, materially substantive information — ATF officials are required to 
make note of this “removal for cause” deactivation to help ensure that the CI is not 
used again for law enforcement activity. 

Each suitability determination requires various levels of approval from either 
ATF or senior DOJ officials. Table 1 displays the approval and reporting 
requirements for the suitability determinations over the lifetime of a CI. 

Table 1 

ATF CI Approval and Reporting Requirements 

Source: OIG analysis of the ATF CI Order and CI report memoranda. 

Payments to Confidential Informants 

As stated above, for their assistance on ATF investigations, CIs may receive 
compensation in the form of monetary payments or consideration in criminal 
proceedings. ATF field divisions pay CIs in cash, using their field division agent 
cashier fund.4 CI payments generally are made in one of three categories: 
(1) subsistence, (2) reward, or (3) relocation. Subsistence, the primary form of 
CI compensation, is a cash payment to cover a CI’s incidental expenses and for 
time spent providing information directly related to an investigation. According to 
ATF policy, this subsistence amount is determined by the control agent, should be 
commensurate with the value of the information provided or the assistance 

4 ATF field divisions use agent cashier funds to facilitate the purchase of evidence, 
procurement of services, and payment for information related to criminal investigations. Field Division 
management reviews and approves all agent cashier fund payments. 
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rendered to ATF, and should not exceed $200 per day. In addition to this 
threshold, the AG Guidelines stipulate that payments to a CI exceeding $100,000 
within a 1-year period, or exceeding a total lifetime amount of $200,000, shall be 
made only with the authorization and approval of a designated senior headquarters 
official. ATF’s designated official is the Deputy Assistant Director of Field 
Operations. 

The ATF CI Order states that reward payments must be carefully considered 
and that the primary objective for offering a reward is to encourage obtaining 
information that may not otherwise be attainable through the normal investigative 
process. Field divisions may approve reward payments of up to $25,000, 
corresponding to the value the CI provided to the investigation. However, any 
rewards in excess of $25,000 must be approved by ATF headquarters management, 
in accordance with the AG Guidelines. Finally, ATF can pay to relocate the CI when, 
for instance, the CI’s safety is at risk because the CI’s identity has been 
compromised and their involvement with ATF is suspected or known. 

According to ATF’s official financial management system, ATF spent 
approximately $4.35 million in payments to CIs in each fiscal year (FY) between 
2012 and 2015. In FY 2015, these payments totaled $4,353,565, the majority of 
which were made in the form of subsistence payments, as displayed in Figure 1. 
ATF was unable to provide the OIG with the total number of CIs to whom this 
$4.35 million was paid.5 

5 Later in this report, we discuss our concerns about the unreliability of ATF’s CI data. We 
obtained the financial information presented above from ATF’s official financial management system. 
It is provided solely for contextual purposes; the figures are unaudited. 
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Figure 1
 

Distribution of $4.35 Million in Payments
 
to ATF Confidential Informants
 

Fiscal Year 2015
 

  

 

  

 

 

 

$552,558 

$3,396,573 

$404,434 

9% 

13% 

78% 

Reward 

Subsistence 

Relocation 

Source: OIG analysis of ATF financial system data. 

Audit Approach 

The objective of this audit was to evaluate ATF’s policies and practices for 
the identification, approval, and oversight of its confidential informants. 
Specifically, we focused on the completeness, accuracy, and reliability of ATF 
CI-related information, ATF’s administrative oversight of its CI Program, and ATF’s 
implementation of CI-related policies from FYs 2012 through 2015. To accomplish 
our audit objective, we met with ATF headquarters officials, as well as officials at 
ATF field divisions in Chicago, Illinois; Washington, D.C.; and Los Angeles, 
California. We also reviewed CI and investigative case files, analyzed CI-related 
data, examined documents relating to payments made to CIs, and observed two 
Confidential Informant Review Committee meetings. 

The results of our review are detailed in the Findings and Recommendations 
section of this report. Our audit objective, scope, and methodology are discussed 
in further detail in Appendix 1. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

While ATF’s CI policies generally aligned with the AG Guidelines 
regarding the management and use of CIs, we found that certain ATF 
practices for carrying out CI-related activities needed improvement. 
We determined that ATF’s management of its CI Program was largely 
decentralized, and information that is fundamental to the management 
of the program was compartmentalized in hard-copy files and an 
unsophisticated automated system. As a result, ATF could not 
efficiently obtain an accurate and complete picture of its CI Program as 
a whole, or of the contributions of and payments to individual CIs. 
This impeded ATF’s oversight and management of, and reporting 
about, its program. In addition, although we determined that ATF 
convenes a Confidential Informant Review Committee (CIRC) to 
oversee the use of higher-risk CIs, as required by the AG Guidelines, 
we found that ATF may not have been properly submitting CIs for 
review and approval. This is because ATF did not have a reliable 
mechanism for identifying CIs requiring CIRC review. We are also 
concerned that the CIRC’s decision-making was inefficient and could 
be untimely. In addition, we identified inadequate management and 
oversight of specific types of higher-risk CIs, such as foreign national 
CIs whom ATF has sponsored for temporary legal status and must 
monitor while in the United States. Finally, we found that ATF could 
not readily provide accurate, complete, and reliable information from 
the National CI Registry System about some types of CIs for whom we 
believe there is an elevated element of risk involved in their use or 
management, such as CIs registered as Federal Firearms Licensees, 
further illustrating our concerns about ATF’s oversight and 
management of its program. 

ATF CI Policy Framework 

The AG Guidelines provide guidance to all DOJ law enforcement components, 
including ATF, related to establishing, approving, utilizing, and evaluating CIs. 
Compliance with the AG Guidelines is important for DOJ law enforcement 
components to manage CIs appropriately and to mitigate the risks involved with 
using CIs in federal investigations. In a 2015 report, the Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) reviewed the extent to which DOJ and Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) components’ policies address the AG Guidelines for 
vetting CIs and overseeing their illegal activities.6 In this report, GAO reviewed 
aspects of the ATF’s CI Order and found the guidance, as written, to be consistent 
with the AG Guidelines. We agree that ATF’s CI Order was generally consistent with 
the AG Guidelines, as it was largely patterned after the AG Guidelines in 
organization and content, and in some areas the ATF CI Order required greater 

6 GAO, Confidential Informants Updates to Policy and Additional Guidance Would Improve 
Oversight by DOJ and DHS Agencies, GAO-15-807, (September 2015). 
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oversight than prescribed in the AG Guidelines. For example, while the 
AG Guidelines require an annual suitability review to assess the continued use of 
the CI, ATF required additional semiannual and quarterly suitability reviews of 
every active CI. 

However, our audit also revealed that ATF has not properly implemented 
practices that accomplish what is written in its policy, and ATF’s CI policies and 
procedures did not provide for adequate management of the program. Specifically, 
we found that ATF had inadequate methods for maintaining information related to 
CIs. In addition, ATF’s decentralized recordkeeping practices, particularly related to 
the tracking of payment information and identifying higher-risk CIs, did not allow 
for ATF to meet the oversight requirements established in the AG Guidelines, and 
they did not allow ATF to employ the level of oversight or management that would 
have most effectively mitigated the risks involved in using CIs. The areas of 
program weakness we identified are discussed in detail in the following sections of 
this report. 

ATF’s CI Information Environment 

ATF policy required field divisions to maintain hard-copy CI files that contain 
biographical information on the CI, as well as any completed and approved 
memoranda documenting the CI’s continuing suitability as an informant. The CI 
files generally did not contain information regarding the work performed by the CI 
or an accounting of the individual payments the CI received. This information was 
required to be maintained by the field division in separate hard-copy investigative 
case files. Along with these two types of physical files, ATF headquarters 
maintained a database to store biographical information on all CIs. 

ATF’s method of maintaining CI information in these three distinct systems 
made it difficult to determine the impact, both collectively and individually, that CIs 
brought to ATF investigations. Our own efforts to understand the work performed 
by an individual CI on a specific investigative event illustrated the problem. When 
we attempted to conduct this analysis, we found that some files were disorganized 
and documents were located in different places throughout the investigative files. 
We had to search through the entire investigative file to locate the reports of 
investigation, operational plans, and payment documents that matched each 
investigative event, and read through every document to determine the work 
performed and compensation received by the CI. Some of the investigative files we 
reviewed also contained documents related to multiple CIs, and we had to sort 
through various documents to identify paperwork related to the CI we were 
reviewing. 

ATF experienced similar inefficiencies when it attempted to compile 
information about its CIs. For example, payments to CIs were required to be 
reported by the control agent twice a year in a semiannual suitability 
memorandum. The ATF CI Order states that this information should be reported as 
a total dollar amount for the semiannual period, as well as aggregate lifetime 
payments, and does not require the amounts to be broken down by investigation or 
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types of payments. Providing this information required that the control agent 
manually identify, assess, and compile the payment information located in the 
CI investigative files. While agents were supposed to report a total cumulative 
amount paid to the CI on each semiannual suitability memorandum, during our file 
review we noted that this number was not consistently reported. We found that 
although some agents noted the cumulative amount paid on a CI’s deactivation 
memo, the files we reviewed showed inconsistent reporting of this amount. We 
believe that this is due, at least in part, to the ATF field divisions’ cumbersome 
record-keeping practices. 

In addition to the hard copy files maintained by the field divisions, in 2013 
ATF headquarters deployed the National CI Registry System, which utilized 
off-the-shelf database software, to consolidate individual field division tracking of 
CI identities.7 ATF officials told us that the data within the National CI Registry 
System was used to coordinate the use of CIs in the field divisions. ATF policy also 
stated that the system ensured that ATF field divisions did not create a new unique 
identifier for a CI who was previously established by another field division. 

The ATF CI Order required that the CI Coordinator in each field division 
update and maintain the database with information related to that particular field 
division’s CIs. According to ATF’s policies, each database entry for a CI should have 
contained basic information related to the CI, including the CI’s name, associated 
field division, control agent, and other biographical information of the CI, such as 
date of birth, gender, and citizenship. Information such as the activation date and 
the status of a CI (i.e., active or deactivated) should have also appeared for each 
CI. In addition, a CI Coordinator could choose to input other information, such as a 
CI’s gang affiliation, employment history, or languages spoken, as well as 
information on payments made to a CI. 

While inputting payment information into the system was not required by the 
ATF CI Order, the National CI Registry System allowed the CI Coordinator to enter 
“status” updates. According to the system user guide, these status updates could 
include an entry indicating the amount paid to the CI as reported in semiannual 
memoranda. However, the user guide indicated that it is optional to include 
semiannual payment information. Moreover, the user guide contained no guidance 
to address the recording of individual payments in the database, and ATF CI 
Program officials told us they did not use the payment information in the National 
CI Registry System. This was confirmed by our review of the database, which 
revealed that only 43 percent of CI records included any payment information, and 
in those records the payment information was included in an inconsistent manner. 
For these reasons, we were unable to use the database as a definitive source for CI 
payment information. 

7 In October 2016, ATF deployed the Confidential Informant Master Registry and Reporting 
System (CIMRRS), discussed later in this section. The National CI Registry System was the only 
CI-specific electronic system utilized by ATF during the time period covered by our audit. 
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Inefficiencies such as those described above served as impediments to ATF’s 
ability to easily identify the impact and value provided by individual CIs, and to 
ATF’s ability to readily provide complete and reliable CI-related information to 
prosecutors for use in criminal proceedings, as we discuss later in our report. We 
believe that ATF’s CI information environment can be restructured to conform with 
the AG Guidelines and reduce the amount of time that is expended on recording 
and maintaining essential CI information, while increasing the ability to capture and 
more accurately report outcomes. We believe that ATF should implement a 
recordkeeping solution to maintain, in a single location, complete and reliable 
information related to the CI’s identity, compensation, and involvement in 
investigations. 

CI Database Design and Controls 

ATF maintained its National CI Registry System to track information on its 
universe of CIs, including active CIs, recently deactivated CIs, CIs removed for 
cause, and CI applicants who were not approved for use. As part of this audit, we 
obtained and evaluated data from the National CI Registry System, the electronic 
system in use during the period we audited. We identified numerous problems with 
the data we received, including data that was incomplete or inconsistent. For 
instance, although the system user guide indicated that certain fields within the 
database were required to have information entered, we found that these fields 
were not always completed. We found that least 3.5 percent of records in the 
dataset we received did not identify the control agent assigned to handle the CI, 
and 3 percent of records had not identified the responsible CI Coordinator. We also 
found other issues in the information, such as 8 percent of the records in the 
dataset that had not identified an activation date for the CI. Taken together, these 
inconsistencies resulted in hundreds of records with empty fields, some of which are 
fundamental to the effective management of the CI Program. 

In addition, all information in the database was entered manually by 
CI Coordinators in ATF field divisions. The CI Coordinators obtained the information 
from memoranda created by the control agents when they first activated a CI and 
when they performed required suitability reviews. Therefore, instead of manually 
recording the information once on an electronic form that then populates the 
database, information was manually recorded twice – once in the memorandum and 
then later from the memorandum to the database – thereby increasing the 
opportunity for human error. Additional errors and inconsistencies may have 
occurred because the CI Coordinator often interpreted information in the control 
agents’ memoranda, such as narrative information about a CI’s specialties or 
experience, criminal or employment history, and made a judgment as to how to 
enter this information into the system. Additionally, control agents were not 
required to verify data that CI Coordinators enter into the National CI Registry 
System. 

Moreover, the database did not retain historical information; new entries in 
data fields overwrote previously entered information. Consequently, users could 
not query the system for potentially important historical information, such as the 
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number of active CIs at a particular time in the past, or for information related to a 
particular CI’s history of cooperation with the ATF. For example, if a CI was 
deactivated by one field division and then reactivated by another, certain 
information input about the CI would override any previous information that existed 
in the National CI Registry System. 

The system’s lack of historical data also resulted in an insufficient audit trail 
for use by ATF management and other oversight entities. For example, ATF told us 
in October 2015 it had approximately 1,500 active CIs, and the dataset provided to 
us from the National CI Registry System in January 2016 showed that ATF had over 
1,850 active CIs at that time. We attempted to use the National CI Registry 
System to verify that ATF registered approximately 350 CIs in the 4 months 
between October 2015 and January 2016, but when we reviewed the data for active 
CIs who were entered into the National CI Registry System during that period, we 
found only 63 records, and nothing in the National CI Registry System allowed us to 
examine and explain a rapid expansion in the number of CIs ATF reported to us by 
ATF. 

We believe ATF’s inability to track historical information and maintain 
standardized and complete data was caused by inadequate data entry and 
validation controls established within the database. This inability risks undermining 
many of the benefits of the system, which, if properly designed with sufficient 
controls to ensure the integrity, reliability, and security of the data, could provide 
valuable information about ATF’s CI universe. Additionally, we believe that such a 
centralized system could allow ATF officials to improve the oversight of the CI 
Program by using the system to monitor the completion of semiannual verifications 
and CIRC reviews, and to identify program trends such as the reasons that CIs 
were removed for cause. 

We discussed these issues with ATF officials who acknowledged our concerns 
and stated that in FY 2015, in an effort to improve the quality of its CI data, ATF 
prioritized the development of a new CI system, the Confidential Informant Master 
Registry and Reporting System (CIMRRS), to assist with its information 
management. ATF officials told us that it contracted with a vendor in June 2016, 
and officials stated that the new system was launched with limited functionality in 
October 2016 with training and implementation following shortly thereafter. 
According to ATF officials, the new system is significantly more sophisticated than 
the current database. ATF officials told us that the system was designed to reliably 
and accurately track information related to CIs. 

In January 2017, we obtained a demonstration of CIMRRS from 
ATF headquarters officials, including a presentation of basic features, user roles, 
and general reports from the system.8 In addition, during this demonstration these 
officials stated that CIMRRS tracks individual payments and automatically 

8 Our audit evaluated ATF’s legacy system, the National CI Registry System, which was the 
only electronic system in use during the time period we audited. We have not assessed the 
capabilities of ATF’s new CI system, CIMRRS. 
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aggregates payment totals for the semiannual reporting period, as well as lifetime 
total payment amounts. Further, these officials told us that with CIMRRS, 
ATF headquarters officials can run queries to assist in the oversight and 
management of the CI Program, including identifying CIs who are foreign nationals 
and long-term CIs. These officials stated that ATF has committed funding for 
enhancements to further automate the process for tracking CI information. 

While we believe that the new automated system improves ATF’s information 
environment, we noted that ATF did not yet have sufficient controls in place to 
ensure that all information is captured and validated, including individual payments 
to CIs. In addition, ATF officials told us that they had not yet updated ATF policy to 
incorporate the use of CIMRRS. Moreover, although ATF officials reported taking 
steps to ensure that no data was lost during the migration of data from the National 
CI Registry System, ATF officials stated that the data was not reviewed or revised 
prior to the migration, thus carrying over any incomplete records or inaccurate data 
to the new system. 

We believe that ATF should continue its efforts to enhance its current data 
environment and ensure that CIMRRS requires that additional CI-related 
information is captured. Doing so will help ensure that the data is accurate, that 
ATF is able to perform appropriate management analyses of its CI-related 
information, and that a sufficient audit trail exists for future management and 
oversight reviews. We therefore recommend that ATF: (1) work with field division 
CI Coordinators to complete, standardize, and verify the accuracy of the data from 
the legacy system that has been migrated into CIMRRS; (2) establish adequate 
procedures and controls to ensure that data is entered in a consistent, complete, 
and accurate manner; and (3) institute practices to routinely analyze all CI-related 
information to better manage its CI Program. 

CI Payment Tracking 

A primary area in which the compartmentalized nature of ATF’s CI 
information impacted its oversight of the CI Program was in the tracking of 
payments to individual CIs. ATF field divisions use agent cashier funds to facilitate 
the purchase of evidence, procurement of services, and transactions related to 
criminal investigations, including payments to CIs for information. ATF pays CIs in 
the form of cash through its agent cashier fund, and these payments are 
documented with hard-copy requests for funds, payment receipts, and reports of 
expenditure. However, during out audit we found that this information was not 
captured or maintained in such a way that the individual payments are readily 
discernable. Although field divisions must manually compile cumulative agent 
cashier fund expenditure reports, during our audit we determined that ATF lacked 
an automated tracking system to document individual CI payments. Therefore, ATF 
did not have an effective tool for reconciling payments, and it consequently could 
not meet the AG Guidelines’ requirement of accounting for and reconciling 
payments to CIs on an individual CI basis. 
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Our review of ATF’s Agent Cashier Fund Manual found that the policy did not 
specifically require control agents to separately track individual payments to CIs, as 
required by the AG Guidelines, and only indicated that control agents would have to 
be aware of total payments to a CI when tracking certain payment thresholds or 
when a CI will be used in criminal proceedings. We also determined that the 
National CI Registry System’s user manual did not discuss the potential for 
recording individual CI payments. We asked ATF to query its field divisions to 
determine whether they used any other system to track payments to individual CIs, 
and we determined that only 6 of ATF’s 25 field divisions responded that the 
division or a sub-office utilized a method to track payments to individual CIs. We 
spoke with several control agents to determine whether agents tracked payments 
made to the CIs that they handled, and we learned that while some control agents 
maintained a log of each payment, this was not standard, and the method of 
recordkeeping was not consistent. 

We are concerned about the possible implications of ATF’s CI payment 
tracking methods. For example, during our audit, when ATF needed total payment 
information for a CI, such as for trial preparation, a CI’s control agent had to 
examine all of the payment documents that were scattered through every 
investigative file for all of the cases for which a CI provided assistance. Through 
this manual and cumbersome method, there is an increased risk that an agent 
might have calculated incorrectly the total amount paid due to errors or omissions 
in the CI investigative file, inability to identify all investigations worked by the CI, 
or the entry of incorrect amounts. Beginning in October 2016, the new 
CI database, CIMRRS, provided control agents with a mechanism to record 
individual payments to CIs. When CIMRRS was implemented, CI Coordinators were 
required to manually compile CI payment information for the complete length of 
service of the CI in the manner described above, which we noted to be an 
inadequate method for providing complete and reliable payment information. In 
addition, neither the old method for compiling information nor the new CI database 
require the validation of payment information compiled by control agents, thus 
increasing the risk that inadvertent errors will go unnoticed. 

During our audit, we attempted to identify the total lifetime amount paid to a 
judgmental sample of five individual CIs. We used the semiannual figures reported 
in the suitability memoranda (which are stored in the CI file), the individual 
payment receipts and reports (which are stored in the investigative case files). We 
also reviewed any figures reported in the National CI Registry System in an effort to 
help us reconcile the payment figures. Our analysis is displayed in Table 2. 
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Table 2
 

Comparison of Three Sources of Payment Information
 
for Sample of Five ATF Confidential Informants
 

(Total of All Available Payment Information by Source)
 

CI 
Sample 

National 
CI Registry System 

Semiannual 
Suitability 

Memoranda in 
CI File 

Payment Documents 
in Investigative 

Case Files 

A $0 $200 $200 

B $14,440 $20,800 $21,500 

C $45,100 $98,800 $70,000 

D $51,200 $38,000 $46,250 

E $70,710 $62,730 $48,259 

Note: ATF officials told us that ATF did not use the National CI Registry System to 
verify CI payment information. We utilized available payment information from the 
agent cashier fund logs to select our sample of CIs to review. Our sample selection 
methodology is more fully discussed in Appendix 1. 

Source: OIG analysis of ATF information. 

As shown in Table 2, we were unable to reconcile four of the reported 
payment amounts among the various supporting documents. For one CI in our 
sample, “Informant C,” the National CI Registry System indicated that the CI had 
received $45,100 since activation as a CI. According to the figures reported in the 
suitability memoranda in the CI file, we identified supporting documentation that 
this CI had received payments of $98,800. Further, our review of the investigative 
case files referenced in the suitability memoranda identified that the CI received 
$70,000 in payments. The payment information that we were able to reconcile for 
another CI in our sample, “Informant A,” was for a CI who began work with ATF in 
July 2015. After 6 months as a CI, the control agent reported on the January 2016 
semiannual suitability memorandum that the CI had worked on one investigation 
and had received a total of $200 for that period. Our review of the investigative 
case file found payment documents confirming that $200 was paid to this CI during 
this 6-month period.9 The OIG recognizes that while we were able to reconcile the 
payment amount for this CI, ATF had only paid the CI twice in 6 months for work 
on a single investigation. As CIs continue service with ATF, and consequently 
accumulate more payments and work on additional investigations, it can become 
difficult for control agents to track this information. Given that we could not 
determine the exact cumulative amount paid to four of the five CIs in our sample, 
we are concerned that ATF was not able to accurately or reliably determine the 

9 The National CI Registry System did not contain any payment information for this CI. 
However, the suitability memoranda for January 2016 may not have been executed prior to the date 
the data was provided to the OIG. 
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amount paid to its CIs, particularly those with greater lengths of service or 
assistance on multiple investigations. 

In addition, the lack of accurate and reliable cumulative payment information 
also impaired ATF’s ability to determine whether CIs had met certain payment 
thresholds. The AG Guidelines and ATF’s CI Order require that payments to a CI 
who exceed $100,000 within a 1-year period, or payments that exceed a lifetime 
total of $200,000, shall be made only with the authorization and approval of the 
Deputy Assistant Director of Field Operations. 

We found that the antiquated, cumbersome, and unreliable practices used by 
ATF to calculate and maintain CI payment information did not allow officials to 
immediately determine if a CI had met one of the AG Guidelines thresholds, nor did 
they provide a method for alerting officials when a CI was approaching one of the 
levels. As a result, ATF could not conduct the necessary level of oversight on these 
high-paid CIs as required by the AG Guidelines. 

When we discussed this issue with ATF, officials responded that the 
aggregate payment amounts should have been documented in the semiannual 
reports, which are located in the CI files. However, these officials also stated that 
they did not rely on the semiannual reports because they had identified errors in 
these reports. Further, our review of the CI files noted that the semiannual reports 
often did not include cumulative payment amounts. During the demonstration of 
CIMRRS, we noted that the system provides the functionality to enter and track 
individual payments to CIs. While this enhancement improves ATF’s ability to 
retrieve CI-related information, we noted that ATF did not yet have sufficient 
administrative procedural or system controls in place to ensure that every payment 
to a CI is captured or that the figures are validated or reconciled. Therefore, we 
believe that ATF does not have a reliable mechanism to track cumulative payments 
to individual CIs and this impairs its ability to monitor the lifetime payment 
thresholds as required by the AG Guidelines. 

Evidence Available to Prosecutors in Criminal Proceedings 

When ATF provides evidence in support of federal criminal prosecutions, 
including information to support the credibility of a CI, it is essential that the 
information provided, including information about payments made to a CI, is 
complete, accurate, and reliable. In addition, government disclosure of exculpatory 
and impeachment evidence, when such evidence is material to guilt or punishment, 
is part of the constitutional guarantee to a fair trial, and federal prosecutors must 
therefore have access to any such information, including accurate and complete 
information about payments to CIs, to ensure that they are able to meet their 
discovery obligations.10 

10 Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963); Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150, 154 
(1972). 
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As previously described, we found that ATF’s manual and cumbersome 
process for compiling CI payment data did not provide sufficient safeguards to 
ensure that complete and accurate information was consistently available to 
prosecutors for potential disclosure during criminal proceedings. Although this 
audit did not examine whether ATF provided incorrect CI payment information 
during any criminal proceedings and we are not aware of any such instances, 
several ATF and DOJ attorneys to whom we provided our findings regarding ATF’s 
tracking and retrieval processes expressed concerns about whether the payment 
information available to prosecutors is reliable and accurate. 

Based on these concerns, in June 2016 we issued a Management Advisory 
Memorandum that advised ATF of these significant issues that may affect ATF’s 
ability to consistently provide complete and reliable payment information related to 
its CIs. In response to the memorandum, ATF agreed to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of tracking CI payments. Specifically, ATF stated that it will ensure 
the integrity of data entry and cost accumulation reports with the institution of its 
new CI tracking database. The memorandum and ATF’s response can be found in 
Appendix 2. 

OIG Review of Individual Payment Transactions 

During our file review at three ATF field divisions, we attempted to reconcile, 
from the monthly agent cashier log, all CI payment transactions for a particular 
month (August 2015) to determine whether ATF could account for individual 
CI payments, as well as whether ATF maintained the required supporting payment 
documents that would support the CI payments and provide oversight of the 
payment process.11 In each of the three divisions in which we performed this 
testing, we examined the field division’s agent cashier fund log, the referenced 
investigative case files, and the CI files. We identified numerous issues with the 
payment documents contained in or missing from the investigative files and CI files, 
examples of which are listed below. 

•	 According to the monthly agent cashier summary, one CI received a 
$5,000 reward payment, yet we could not find any accompanying 
documentation in the CI file or the investigative file. In another instance, an 
investigative file that we reviewed identified a $20,000 reward payment to a 
CI, but we found no reference to the reward in the CI file. 

•	 We found a total of $3,100 in subsistence payments to CIs identified within 
the field division’s agent cashier fund documentation for which we did not 
find supporting documents in any of the investigative files. In one of these 
instances, all information in the relevant investigative file was from 

11 Field divisions are required to maintain a monthly log summarizing all payments made out 
of its agent cashier fund. According to the agent cashier logs in the three offices in which we 
performed testing (Chicago, Illinois; Los Angeles, California; and Washington, D.C.), the universe of 
CI payments in these locations totaled $76,635. Our testing methodology is further detailed in 
Appendix 1. 
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2010 through 2013, although the agent cashier fund log included a 
$200 subsistence payment in August 2015. 

•	 We found several CI files without a list of investigations worked by the CI, in 
addition to CI files that did not list the investigations for which the agent 
cashier fund log reported that the CI received a payment. These omissions 
would prevent a control agent from locating all of the investigative files 
reflecting payments to the individual CIs. 

•	 We found an instance in which a CI was paid twice by two different agents 
for the same event. 

•	 We found a payment for subsistence in the agent cashier fund log for one CI, 
but according to the payment receipt, a different CI received the payment. 

•	 We found payments for the relocation of CIs, but the CI files did not include 
information about the CIs’ relocation, indicating that the CI files did not 
provide a complete documentation of the CIs’ activities. 

•	 We found a $200 subsistence payment to a CI identified within a field 
division’s agent cashier fund log that was not incorporated into a deactivation 
memo in the CI file. 

•	 While reviewing a CI file for a CI who had previously been assigned two 
different unique identifiers, we found that the memoranda in the file did not 
indicate whether the payment totals included payments attributed to both 
CI numbers. We therefore could not determine whether the file included all 
payments associated with both identifiers. 

The results of our testing – for both cumulative payments and for individual 
payment transactions - illustrate the risks associated with ATF’s management of CI 
information, and support the conclusion that ATF did not have adequate oversight 
of aggregate or individual payments to CIs. Based on our findings, we recommend 
that ATF implement a method to accurately and completely track payment 
information for individual CIs. According to ATF officials, the new CI system, 
launched in October 2016, along with new procedures for agent cashier fund 
payment requests, included the tracking of individual payments made to CIs. ATF 
officials believe that the new system will mitigate issues related to payment 
tracking. 

Oversight of Higher-Risk CIs 

Certain types of CIs require additional oversight due to their background, 
activities, and experience. The AG Guidelines stipulate that a review committee, 
called a Confidential Informant Review Committee (CIRC), must review and 
approve CIs who: (1) are part of the senior leadership of a criminal enterprise, or 
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(2) have been used for more than 6 consecutive years.12 The CIRC is required to 
convene to make a decision on the use of a CI based on the justification for using 
the CI, the value that the CI has added or will add to ATF investigations, the CI’s 
criminal history, and compensation information. The AG Guidelines further require 
that the CIRC include an agency official at or above the Deputy Assistant Director 
level, a Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division (DAAG), and an 
Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA). 

We believe that ATF needs to improve its management of CIs requiring CIRC 
review, and also its management of other categories of higher-risk CIs we 
identified, such as foreign nationals whom ATF has sponsored for residency in the 
United States. These higher-risk CI categories are discussed in the following 
sections. 

High-Level CIs 

The AG Guidelines require written CIRC approval for the establishment of CIs 
who present greater risks of potential liability, intrusion into governmental 
processes, and other adverse consequences. The ATF CI Order states that if a CI 
meets the high-level CI definition, whether a potential CI who holds a high-level 
position within an organization, or an existing CI whose status has risen within an 
organization, the control agent must first obtain written approval from the CIRC to 
begin or continue using this individual as a CI. We asked whether the CIRC had 
reviewed any such CIs and were told that the CIRC had never reviewed or approved 
CIs for that purpose. 

However, during our audit we found 14 CIs who may have met the criteria to 
be designated as high-level CIs. During our CI file review, we identified a CI who 
ATF officials referred to as “confidential.”13 According to the control agent for this 
CI, the CI was classified as “confidential” based on the individual’s upper-level 
membership in a criminal organization and the sensitive nature of information 
contained in the CI’s file. The control agent told us that other CIs had similarly 
been labeled “confidential,” and we found six such records in the National CI 
Registry System. Further, our review of the National CI Registry System noted 
six additional individuals whose electronic records identified them as high-ranking 
members of their criminal organizations, and we believe this categorization may 
have met the criteria of high-level CIs. However, none of these CIs were reviewed 
by the CIRC prior to their establishment as CIs, and ATF officials were unable to 
provide an explanation as to why. Although the determinations not to categorize 
these CIs as high-level were made by ATF’s field divisions, ATF headquarters lacked 
an efficient mechanism for identifying, tracking, and reviewing these decisions. 

12 The AG Guidelines also require CIRC approval of CIs who have an obligation of a legal 
privilege of confidentiality, such as lawyers, doctors, and journalists. We did not identify any such 
informants during our review. 

13 “Confidential CI” is the term used by the control agent; it is not the same definition as the 
National Security Information category of the same name, as defined in Executive Order 13526. 
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We believe that ATF needs to ensure that AG Guidelines’ requirements for 
additional oversight of higher-risk CIs is performed as stipulated. Therefore, we 
recommend that ATF ensure that CIs requiring CIRC approval are properly 
identified and reviewed, including but not limited to any CIs previously labeled as 
“confidential” or who meet the AG Guidelines definition of high-level. 

Long-Term CIs 

In addition to high-level CIs, the AG Guidelines require additional oversight 
of confidential informants who have been registered for more than 6 consecutive 
years. Such informants are referred to, under the AG Guidelines, as long-term 
informants. According to a DOJ official, this requirement was included in the 
AG Guidelines due to the potential for an inappropriate relationship to develop 
between a government handler and an informant when that relationship extends 
over a long period of time. Requiring review of long-term informants mitigates the 
risk that such a relationship might develop and go unnoticed, and it helps to ensure 
that the continued use of such long-term informants is warranted and handled 
appropriately. The AG Guidelines stipulate that when a confidential informant 
reaches the 6 consecutive year threshold and, to the extent the informant remains 
active, every 6 years thereafter, the CIRC shall convene to make a decision on the 
continued use of a CI. 

Process for Identifying Long-term CIs 

The ATF CI Order states that field divisions are responsible for determining 
which, if any, CIs have been active for 6 consecutive years and therefore must be 
submitted for CIRC review. ATF headquarters officials told us that they relied on 
the field divisions to provide information on long-term CIs, and that ATF 
headquarters did not have a method to verify that field divisions had provided all 
long-term CIs for review. According to headquarters CI Program officials and two 
of the three the CI Coordinators we interviewed, the identification of long-term CIs 
was normally delegated to the field division’s CI Coordinator. 

We are concerned that this decentralized process and ATF’s insufficient CI 
information environment did not provide an adequate level of accuracy for 
identifying CIs requiring CIRC review. In addition, although the National CI 
Registry System provided a central place of reference for CI activation dates, we do 
not believe that it could be relied upon to track a CI’s length of service. For 
example, the CI dataset we reviewed contained 10,808 total CI records, 884 of 
which (8 percent) did not contain an activation date. In addition, ATF CI Program 
officials did not have a running list of long-term CIs who had undergone CIRC 
review. Therefore, we could not determine, and the ATF could not affirm, if ATF 
had reviewed all long-term CIs at the 6-year mark as required by the 
AG Guidelines. 

We also identified a risk that a control agent could have deactivated a 
CI prior to the 6-year mark and then reactivated the CI a short time later, thereby 
avoiding the AG Guidelines’ requirement for CIRC review. During our file review, 
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we identified two CIs that appeared to have been deactivated right around the 
6-year threshold for a CIRC review and were subsequently reactivated at a later 
date, resulting in cumulative service of greater than 6 years. For example, one CI 
was activated in May 2009, deactivated in July 2015 (after more than 6 years but 
before being reviewed by the CIRC), and then reactivated in September 2015.14 In 
another example, a CI was activated in late December 2008 and deactivated in 
early January 2015, just over 6 years later. This CI was reactivated in March 2015. 
Although we were not able to determine whether these CIs were deactivated to 
avoid CIRC review, we are concerned that some ATF CIs will not be reviewed by the 
CIRC because they are deactivated just prior to CIRC review and then reactivated a 
short time later, which resets ATF’s calculation of the CI’s length of continuous 
service. 

We discussed this issue with an ATF official who expressed concern over the 
6-year threshold in the AG Guidelines. This official said there was a discussion 
during a previous ATF CIRC meeting of the potential for reviewing all CIs with 
6 years of cumulative service rather than consecutive service, and that CIRC 
officials believed that CIs with 6 years of cumulative service should be submitted 
for a CIRC review. This official further stated that in FY 2016 field divisions 
received verbal instruction to calculate a CI’s length of service based on cumulative 
time, not consecutive time. However, this approach had not yet been reflected in 
the ATF CI Order, and we have not confirmed that ATF has consistently adopted 
this approach for CIRC reviews of long-term CIs. 

Scheduling CIRC Meetings 

According to an ATF CI Program official, ATF convened its first CIRC meeting 
in September 2012 following the incorporation of the AG Guidelines into 
ATF Policy.15 Although the AG Guidelines do not stipulate the frequency of or 
instructions for scheduling CIRC meetings, ATF officials told us that it was ATF’s 
practice for field divisions to identify CIs who had met the 6-year milestone during 
the semiannual review periods and submit relevant information to headquarters for 
CIRC review. ATF headquarters scheduled CIRC meetings following these 
semiannual review periods, as needed, and scheduled follow-on meetings to review 
any CIs that had not received a decision at the initial semiannual CIRC meeting. 

We found that, following the first CIRC meeting in 2012, the CIRC met on six 
separate occasions from October 2012 to June 2014. However, the CIRC did not 
schedule the next meeting until after our audit began in October 2015, and 
ultimately held that meeting in December 2015. The CIRC then met twice more in 

14 This CI was never reviewed by the CIRC and was again deactivated in February 2016. 
There was no CIRC meeting held between the time that the CI should have been submitted for the 
6-year review (May 2015) and July 2015. 

15 Prior to 2012, ATF’s CI Program was regulated by an ATF Order dated January 2002. On 
January 17, 2003, ATF was established as a component within DOJ pursuant to Title XI of the 
Homeland Security Act of 2002, Public Law 107-296. Prior to that date, ATF was housed within the 
Treasury Department and was not required to comply with the AG Guidelines. 
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March and April 2016. ATF officials told us that they did not convene a meeting 
(between June 2014 and December 2015) because they were waiting for the 
Department to fill a vacancy on the CIRC. In addition, ATF officials told us that 
Criminal Division officials often had competing priorities that delayed efforts to 
schedule CIRC meetings. For example, an ATF official informed us that in 
April 2015 ATF notified the CIRC members that ATF had long-term CI files that 
required CIRC review, but only one of the non-ATF committee members responded. 
ATF sent sporadic e-mails over the next few months and finally scheduled a 
CIRC meeting for December 2015, or 8 months after ATF’s initial request to 
convene a meeting. Additionally, in June 2016, an ATF official told us that ATF had 
been attempting to schedule a CIRC meeting to complete the review of CIs 
submitted to the CIRC at previous meetings, but due to scheduling conflicts, as of 
January 2017 the CIRC had yet to reconvene. 

CIRC Decision-Making Process 

To assess the oversight of long-term CIs, we observed CIRC meetings in 
December 2015 and April 2016. We found that the CIRC decision-making process 
was lengthy and decisions were often not finalized until subsequent meetings are 
held. As shown in Table 3, the CIRC met three times in FY 2016: December 2015, 
March 2016, and April 2016. In December 2015, the CIRC was to review a total of 
five long-term CIs; however the CIRC only began the review of three CIs and did 
not make a decision during the meeting on the continued use of any CIs. At the 
March 2016 meeting, the CIRC received an additional seven CIs to review along 
with the CIs remaining from the December 2015 meeting. Again the CIRC did not 
make a decision on the continued use of any CIs. It was not until April 2016 that 
the CIRC made a final determination on five files for which the review had begun at 
the December and March meetings.16 

Table 3
 

FY 2016 CIRC Meetings
 

Meeting Dates 
Files to 
Review 

Reviews 
Completed 

December 2015 5 0 
March 2016 10 0 
April 2016 10 5 

Note: Based on the documentation provided by ATF, 
we were unable to determine the number of files 
submitted and reviewed during the CIRC meetings 
prior to FY 2016. 

Source: OIG analysis of ATF documentation 

16 The five outstanding CI files for which the CIRC had not completed its review included three 
files submitted during the December 2015 CIRC meeting and two files submitted during the 
March 2016 meeting. 
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During the CIRC meetings we attended, determining whether a CI should be 
approved for continued use required lengthy file reviews and discussions among the 
CIRC members. We observed that not all members had reviewed the files prior to 
the meeting, and because the files did not always contain the level of detail wanted 
by the decision makers, members had lengthy discussions regarding risks 
associated with the continued use of the CIs. In addition, when a CIRC member 
required additional explanation on the information provided on a CI, ATF officials 
made inquiries after the CIRC meeting to the field division and control agent 
assigned to the CI in order to provide the clarification to the CIRC at a later time, 
and the CIRC’s determination about the suitability of the CI for continued use had 
to be delayed until the next meeting. 

Ensuring long-term CIs undergo a timely review by the CIRC is an important 
part of the oversight process because it provides an objective suitability review by 
DOJ officials outside of ATF. While we acknowledge the need for the CIRC to be 
thorough and to obtain all relevant information to make an informed decision, we 
believe that, taken together, the irregular meetings of the CIRC and the 
inefficiencies we witnessed during the meetings have combined to create an 
unnecessarily drawn-out process for providing oversight of long-term CIs that has 
delayed the CIRC’s required reviews and determinations regarding the continued 
use of CIs. We therefore believe that ATF should work with the Department to 
develop a policy to improve the timeliness of the CIRC’s reviews and 
determinations, including ensuring appropriate and timely scheduling of ATF CIRC 
meetings and improving the efficiency in decision-making at ATF CIRC meetings. 
In addition, we believe that ATF should implement a reliable process for identifying 
long-term CIs requiring CIRC review and ensure all active long-term CIs requiring 
CIRC review are reviewed, as appropriate. 

Foreign National CIs 

Foreign nationals legally in the United States are eligible to become 
ATF CIs.17 In addition, ATF personnel can seek legal sponsorship from the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for foreign nationals who agents believe 
will provide valuable information and assistance to ATF investigations but who do 
not lawfully reside in the United States.18 The use of sponsored CIs in this manner 
can be especially problematic due to the higher-than-normal risks associated with 
these CIs remaining in the United States without legal authorization, because they 
often have criminal histories or are involved with criminal organizations. The ATF 
CI Order requires control agents to monitor the legal status of foreign national CIs 
to ensure the legal status does not expire during the individual’s service with ATF. 
Specifically, control agents who manage sponsored foreign nationals must submit a 

17 A foreign national is any person who is not a citizen or national of the United States. 
18 ATF coordinates with DHS to obtain sponsorship for foreign national CIs under various DHS 

authorities, including: (1) Significant Public Benefit Parole, (2) S-Visa Program, and (3) Deferred 
Action. These programs provide DHS the authority to allow certain foreign nations to temporarily 
reside in the United States for reasons specific to each program. 
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monthly status report to ATF headquarters to help monitor the continued use of the 
CI. According to ATF policy, these reports must be stored in both the field division’s 
CI file and a separate file maintained at ATF headquarters. In addition, the ATF CI 
Order requires that at the end of the sponsored foreign national’s service to ATF, 
ATF will turn over the foreign national to DHS. 

We found that although ATF headquarters had a centralized method for 
collecting the monthly reports, ATF was not adequately tracking or monitoring the 
use of foreign nationals as CIs. ATF field divisions were responsible for monitoring 
foreign national CIs without the involvement of headquarters-level CI Program 
personnel. To assess whether the field divisions were appropriately monitoring 
these CIs, including completing the monthly reports as required, we reviewed CI 
files for a sample of sponsored foreign national CIs. Our review identified two 
sponsored foreign national CI files for which control agents had not followed ATF 
requirements for documenting regular monitoring, and therefore we could not 
determine whether the field divisions appropriately monitored the activities of these 
CIs. We are thus concerned that CI Program officials could not ensure that field 
divisions were properly monitoring the activities of foreign national CIs. 

ATF headquarters also had other tracking mechanisms in place for foreign 
national CIs, but we identified concerns with each. First, a headquarters-based 
ATF program manager utilized a spreadsheet to track the status and expiration 
dates of ATF-sponsored foreign nationals. According to the sponsored foreign 
national spreadsheet provided to us in March 2016, ATF had sponsored a total of 
32 foreign national CIs during the period we audited. Second, ATF policy requires 
all foreign national CIs, not limited to those sponsored by ATF, to be identified in 
the National CI Registry System as a foreign national CI, although ATF officials 
stated that ATF did not actually use the system for that purpose. We reviewed the 
system to determine whether the information it did contain about the foreign 
national status of CIs was accurate and reliable, and whether it could be reconciled 
with the foreign national spreadsheet provided to us in March 2016. We found that 
the National CI Registry System identified three additional active CIs as 
ATF-sponsored foreign nationals who were not listed on the sponsored foreign 
national spreadsheet, and that only 4 of the 32 individuals identified as foreign 
nationals on the spreadsheet were listed in the database. As such, we were unable 
to determine the total number of foreign national CIs based on the information 
provided to us. 

To better understand ATF’s management of these CIs, we performed an 
in-depth review of the sponsored foreign national spreadsheet and a sample of CI 
and investigative files relating to sponsored foreign national CIs. Our review 
identified weaknesses in ATF’s management of these higher-risk CIs. For example, 
we identified a foreign national established as an active ATF CI in 2007. However, 
documentation provided by ATF for this CI did not include the initial request for 
sponsorship by ATF for the CI, nor did it include three sponsorship extensions 
(2008, 2009, and 2010) or numerous monthly status reports. Based on this 
documentation, we were unable to determine when ATF requested sponsorship for 
this CI. In addition, the documentation indicated that the CI had left the United 
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States in 2014 and the control agent had deactivated the individual, but there was 
no documentation that ATF had notified DHS of the CI’s departure. 

In another example, a CI was recorded in the sponsored foreign national 
spreadsheet as having a pending sponsorship application, but the National CI 
Registry System indicated that ATF deactivated the CI in September 2015. We 
believe that this illustrates the weaknesses in ATF’s administration of its 
responsibilities related to sponsored foreign national CIs. Specifically, if the CI was 
deactivated, the sponsorship application should not have continued to be pending 
with DHS, or the spreadsheet should have been updated to reflect the current 
status of the CI. 

We identified many other issues with the information in the sponsored 
foreign national spreadsheet, including approval statuses without corresponding 
approval dates, multiple statuses listed for the same CI, and deactivated CIs 
without corresponding sponsorship termination dates. For instance, three CIs were 
recorded twice on the spreadsheet with two different sponsorships. Also, the 
spreadsheet did not clearly or consistently indicate the legal status of foreign 
national CIs, nor did it always track the expiration of CI sponsorships. Further, it 
did not indicate whether ATF had taken action with DHS on those CIs with expired 
or terminated sponsorship. We made ATF aware of our concerns regarding its 
management of sponsored foreign national CIs, and ATF agreed that its processes 
for tracking these individuals were in need of improvement. 

Because we found that information related to foreign national CIs was not 
completely or accurately tracked, we were unable to determine whether ATF 
fulfilled its obligation to coordinate with DHS on foreign nationals with expired 
sponsorship. 

We believe ATF should strengthen the tracking of such individuals to ensure 
that it meets its obligations to properly monitor foreign national CIs. We 
recommend that ATF improve the tracking and monitoring of foreign national CIs to 
ensure the legal status of active CIs does not lapse and, as appropriate, coordinate 
with DHS when the legal status of foreign national CIs has expired. In addition, we 
recommend that ATF determine whether any current or former CIs with expired 
sponsorships are in the United States and, if so, coordinate with DHS on the status 
of these individuals. 

Other Categories of CIs 

During our audit, we attempted to identify the existence and extent of 
certain additional types of CIs for whom we believe there would be an elevated 
element of risk involved in their use or management. These types included CIs 
registered as Federal Firearms Licensees (FFL) and CIs used by international 
offices. 

We encountered a great deal of difficulty in obtaining information about CIs 
in these categories. We found that information was not readily available, and that 
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even after reviewing the National CI Registry System, CI files, and speaking with 
numerous ATF officials, we were not able to obtain an accurate or complete picture 
of CIs in these specific categories. We believe that these examples further illustrate 
the need for ATF to improve its information environment to provide an ability to 
obtain and report complete and accurate information on its CI Program. 

Federal Firearms Licensees 

In a previous OIG report, A Review of ATF‘s Operation Fast and Furious and 
Related Matters, the OIG found that ATF was receiving information and cooperation 
from an ATF licensee regarding firearms sales to individuals who were engaged in 
firearms trafficking and illegal firearms purchases.19 The 2012 report revealed that 
ATF did not have controls in place to ensure that there was no conflict between its 
use of the individual in an investigative manner and its oversight of the same 
individual as an approved license holder. 

Following the OIG’s Fast and Furious review, DOJ issued guidance to its law 
enforcement and litigating components addressing certain risks revealed in the 
report. This guidance states that law enforcement protocols should include special 
considerations for establishing a confidential informant whose business requires a 
license from a law enforcement agency to ensure that no licensee is led to believe 
that the continued validity of their license is in any way predicated on their status 
as an informant. 

We found that ATF’s CI policy includes guidance specifically related to FFLs 
and only allows for FFLs to be established as CIs under special circumstances. 
Further, the CI Program Manager told us that the use of CIs who are FFLs is highly 
sensitive, heavily monitored, and would be need approval by the CIRC. In addition, 
the CI Program Manager stated that ATF did not currently have any active CIs who 
were also FFLs, and we did not identify any CIs who were active FFLs. However, we 
believe that some of the same weaknesses in oversight and management that we 
found in ATF’s management of CIs and CI information would similarly apply to CIs 
who are also FFLs. Specifically, the National CI Registry System did not have a 
unique field dedicated to FFL status, and therefore the system could not be queried 
to determine whether any CI was an active FFL. However, while reviewing 
information in the National CI Registry System, we found miscellaneous references 
to the term “FFL” entered into a free flow text box.20 ATF officials told us that 
although ATF has the ability to query a separate database to determine whether a 
CI is an FFL, the separate system was not designed or intended to be used for that 
purpose and cannot be easily queried to identify all FFLs who are also CIs. 
Therefore, while we did not identify any CIs who were active FFLs, we are 

19 U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, A Review of ATF’s Operation 
Fast and Furious and Related Matters (September 2012). 

20 We reviewed the CIs with FFL-related information in their records and determined that they 
were not themselves registered FFLs. Instead, these individuals were associated with FFLs, including 
one CI who was employed by a large nationwide firearms retailer and whose name was not listed on 
the FFL license. 
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nevertheless concerned that ATF officials may not be able to readily and definitively 
identify all CIs who are also FFLs, which limits its ability to monitor compliance with 
ATF and Department policies. Especially given ATF’s acknowledgment that this 
category of CIs requires increased oversight, we believe ATF should strengthen its 
recordkeeping in this area. 

Use of CIs by ATF International Offices 

ATF policy states that ATF may use CIs outside of the United States for 
intelligence purposes, and that control agents must closely supervise the nature of 
the international CI’s work, as these individuals are only authorized to provide 
information to support investigations and cannot perform illegal activities on behalf 
of ATF. During our audit, ATF headquarters officials told us that they did not 
believe ATF was using international CIs. Our review of the National CI Registry 
System also revealed no active CIs assigned to any foreign ATF office. However, 
the National CI Registry System identified only three deactivated international CIs, 
whereas our discussions with ATF officials in the Mexico City Country Office alone 
indicated that ATF had previously utilized as many as eight international CIs during 
our review period. We are therefore concerned that ATF lacks a complete and 
accurate accounting of all CIs used by international offices. 

Inspection Branch Reviews 

ATF’s Inspection Branch is responsible for conducting compliance-based 
reviews to ensure ATF field divisions adhere to laws, regulations, and published 
ATF policies and procedures, including the ATF CI Order. However, while these 
reviews identify compliance issues regarding CI file maintenance and 
recordkeeping, we learned that ATF generally did not use them to identify 
improvements to the overall CI Program. 

The Inspection Branch conducts field division reviews on a 3-year cycle. The 
review includes an assessment of hard-copy files maintained by the field division, 
including a sample of active, deactivated, and long-term CI files. The Inspection 
Branch also examines a sample of transactions from the field division’s agent 
cashier fund, which may include payments from control agents to CIs.21 

We reviewed a sample of four Inspection Branch reports, each from a 
different field division, and found that all of these reports identified issues related to 
CI files and the agent cashier fund. Specifically, all the reports that we reviewed 
showed that the reports of expenditures were not always complete and/or accurate. 
In addition, there were two issues related to CI and witness payment signatures. 

The results of these reviews were provided to designated ATF headquarters 

21 The Inspection Branch selects a sample of 48 agent cashier fund transactions to review 
during the field division review. The sample is selected based on a review of four transactions per 
month, for a 12-month period. The sample is taken from all agent cashier fund transactions and 
therefore may not always include payments to CIs. 
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officials and field division management to remedy these specific issues, but the 
results were not provided to the Enforcement Support Branch, which oversees the 
CI Program, for consideration of whether program-wide improvement may be 
warranted. An Inspection Branch official confirmed that the Inspection Branch 
reviewed how field divisions complied with ATF policies and did not interact with 
ATF operational branches and program officials. 

We believe that ATF could make better use of its inspection process if 
CI Program officials received information on results specific to CI Program 
management. By instituting the reporting of summary results from Inspection 
Branch reviews, we believe ATF could better assess whether it is adhering to its 
CI-related policies and could make enhancements to improve the CI Program. 

Conclusion 

ATF officials consider CIs to be an essential component to many ATF 
investigations. However, significant risks accompany the use of CIs because these 
individuals may be associated with criminal activities and motivated by the potential 
for monetary compensation or consideration for a reduced criminal sentence. 
Therefore, effective oversight of the CI Program is essential to ATF operations. 

We determined that the ATF CI Order – as written – incorporated the 
AG Guidelines, but ATF’s implementation of its policies did not ensure the level of 
oversight required by the Department. The compartmentalized manner in which 
ATF maintained its CI information, as well as the decentralized manner in which ATF 
managed the CI Program, did not allow ATF to conduct adequate management and 
oversight of CI-related activities or the program as a whole. Specifically, ATF’s 
method of managing its CI data impeded its ability to provide accurate, complete, 
and reliable CI payment information, which in turn impeded its ability to ensure 
compliance with the AG Guidelines’ oversight requirements and ensure that 
information it provides in support of criminal proceedings is complete and accurate. 

In addition, ATF’s practices for managing higher-risk CIs did not provide for 
adequate oversight or management of CIs, such as foreign national or long-term 
CIs. We found that ATF did not always appropriately identify these CIs, some of 
whom required approval from the CIRC, which results in CIs not being subjected to 
the required suitability assessment by DOJ officials outside of ATF. Moreover, we 
found that when the CIRC did review information related to CIs, its process for 
making decisions regarding their continued use was often unnecessarily drawn-out, 
making the CIRC an inefficient oversight mechanism. 

Based on our assessment, ATF’s CI Program lacked adequate oversight and 
management. ATF officials informed us that they believe these issues will be 
remedied by the development and implementation of its new, more robust, 
automated system – CIMRRS – to manage CI-related information. To improve 
ATF’s information environment, we believe that ATF must ensure that CIMRRS 
maintains complete and reliable information and recommend below that this system 
require that additional CI-related information be captured and validated, including 
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all payments to CIs at the transaction level, length of time that CIs have been 
active, legal status of foreign national CIs, and special categories of CIs, such as 
FFLs and CIs utilized internationally. We also offer additional recommendations 
below to help ATF administer and strengthen oversight of its CI Program. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that ATF: 

1.		 Complete the development of and implement a recordkeeping system 
sufficient to maintain, in a single location, complete and reliable CI 
information. To accomplish this, ATF should: 

a.		work with field division CI Coordinators to ensure that any data that has 
been migrated from the legacy National CI Registry System to CIMRRS is 
complete, accurate, and standardized; 

b.		establish adequate procedures and controls within the system to ensure 
that all data is entered in a complete, consistent, and accurate manner, 
and that historical data is appropriately maintained; 

c.		 ensure that its system requires the capture and validation of additional 
CI-related information to assist ATF in managing its CI Program, including 
high-level CIs, length of time that CIs have been active, legal status of 
foreign national CIs, and special categories of CIs such as FFLs and 
international CIs; 

d. implement a method to accurately and completely track all payment 
information for individual CIs, including at the transaction level as well as 
annual and lifetime payment amounts; and 

e.		 routinely analyze CI-related information to better manage the 
CI Program. 

2.		 Establish a reliable procedure for ensuring that all CIs requiring CIRC 
approval are properly identified and submitted for CIRC review. This should 
include examining “confidential” CIs and any other active CIs that should be 
classified as high-level CIs, as well as ensuring that all active long-term CIs 
requiring CIRC approval have been reviewed by the CIRC. 

3.		 Work with the Department to develop a policy to improve CIRC-related 
activities, including ensuring appropriate and timely scheduling of ATF CIRC 
meetings and improving the efficiency in decision-making at ATF CIRC 
meetings. 

4.		 Improve the monitoring of foreign national CIs to ensure the legal status of 
active CIs does not lapse and, as appropriate, coordinate with DHS when the 
legal status of foreign national CIs has expired. In addition, we recommend 
that ATF determine whether any current or former CIs with expired 
sponsorships are in the United States and if so, coordinate with DHS on the 
status of these individuals. 
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5.		 Institute a process for CI Program officials to receive office inspection results 
specific to CI Program management in order to better assess whether offices 
are adhering to CI-related policies, as well as to make enhancements to 
improve the CI Program. 
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STATEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROLS 

As required by Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as appropriate, 
internal controls significant within the context of our audit objectives. A deficiency 
in an internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not 
allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned 
functions, to timely prevent or detect and correct: (1) impairments to the 
effectiveness and efficiency of operations, (2) misstatements in financial or 
performance information, or (3) violations of laws and regulations. Our evaluation 
of ATF’s internal controls was not made for the purpose of providing assurance on 
the agency’s internal control structures as a whole. ATF’s management is 
responsible for the establishment and maintenance of internal controls. 

Throughout our audit, we identified deficiencies in ATF’s internal controls that 
are significant within the context of the audit objectives. As described in the report, 
we found deficiencies related to CI information management, ATF’s tracking of 
payments to CIs, and oversight of certain higher-risk CIs. Based upon the audit 
work performed, we believe the deficiencies identified adversely affect ATF’s ability 
to ensure that the Confidential Informant Program is appropriately and adequately 
managed. These matters are discussed in detail in the Findings and 
Recommendations section of this report. 

Because we are not expressing an opinion on ATF’s internal control structure 
as a whole, this statement is intended solely for the information and use of ATF. 
This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of this report, which is a 
matter of public record. 
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STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE
 
WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS
 

As required by the Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as 
appropriate given our audit scope and objectives, selected transactions, records, 
procedures, and practices, to obtain reasonable assurance that ATF’s management 
complied with federal laws and regulations, for which noncompliance, in our 
judgment, could have a material effect on the results of our audit. ATF’s 
management is responsible for ensuring compliance with applicable federal laws 
and regulations applicable to the Department of Justice. Although we did not 
identify any federal laws or regulations that would apply specifically to the ATF’s 
Confidential Informant Program, we did identify DOJ and ATF-level policies that we 
considered to be significant within the context of the audit objective, namely, the 
Attorney General’s Guidelines Regarding the Use of Confidential Informants, and 
ATF Order 3252.1A, Confidential Informant Usage. Our audit included examining, 
on a test basis, ATF’s compliance with the aforementioned policies that could have 
a material effect on ATF’s Confidential Informant Program. We did so by examining 
applicable ATF confidential informant policies and procedures, interviewing ATF and 
Offices of the United States Attorneys personnel, analyzing and testing financial 
data, assessing internal control procedures and management practices, and 
reviewing confidential informant files, investigative files, and payment records. 

We identified certain weaknesses in operational controls related to ATF’s CI 
information management and oversight of ATF’s CI Program. We found deficiencies 
in the manner in which ATF manages information related to CIs, and we found 
weaknesses in the manner in which ATF implements its policies and provides 
oversight of its CI Program. These issues are discussed in the Findings and 
Recommendations section of our report. 
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APPENDIX 1
 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Objective 

The objective of this audit was to evaluate ATF’s policies and practices for the 
identification, approval, and oversight of its confidential informants. Specifically, 
we focused on the completeness, accuracy, and reliability of CI-related information 
managed by ATF, administrative oversight of its CI Program, and the 
implementation of CI-related policies. 

Scope and Methodology 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform 
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for 
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the 
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. 

To accomplish our audit objective, we focused on ATF confidential informants 
who were active from FY 2012 through FY 2015. We completed interviews with 
19 ATF officials located in various ATF headquarters offices, including the 
Enforcement Support Branch, Oversight and Review Division, Human Resources 
Operations Division, Resource Management Branch/Finance Management Division, 
Special Operations Division, Office of Chief Counsel, International Affairs Division, 
Office of Science and Technology, and IT Systems Delivery Division. Additionally, 
we spoke with 39 officials from ATF’s Chicago, Los Angeles, and Washington Field 
Divisions. We also interviewed three Assistant United States Attorneys from 
U.S. Attorneys’ Offices and one Criminal Division official. 

We reviewed the Attorney General’s Guidelines Regarding the Use of 
Confidential Informants. Further, we reviewed various ATF policies and procedures 
associated with ATF’s Confidential Informant Program, such as ATF CI 
Order 3252.1A, Confidential Informant Usage; ATF Standard Operating Policies and 
Procedures; the ATF Agent Cashier Manual; and correspondence related to the 
CI Program. We also observed two ATF CIRC meetings regarding the use of 
long-term CIs. 

We judgmentally selected the Chicago, Los Angeles, and Washington Field 
Divisions as locations for site visits to perform a limited review of 102 ATF CI files 
and ATF investigative files associated with those CIs. Our selection was based on 
obtaining information on various broad areas of risk such as high-profile CIs, 
payment frequency and amount, various investigative factors, deactivated and 
reactivated CIs, and foreign national CIs. We also attempted to review all 
CI payment information for the month of August 2015 in all three field divisions. 
This included reviewing agent cashier logs and documentation. Finally, we selected 
a judgmental sample of five CIs, based on the amount and frequency of payments, 
for which we attempted to determine and validate the total amount of CI payments 
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made to the CIs. Our sample selection methodologies were not designed with the 
intent of projecting our results to the population from which the samples were 
selected. 

In many cases, the compartmentalized nature of ATF information 
precluded us from confirming that we had identified and reviewed all 
documentation related to a particular CI or issue. Our concerns with ATF’s 
information environment are detailed in the Findings and Recommendations 
Section of our report. We did not perform an independent, overall assessment 
of the reliability of computer-processed data provided because we used the data 
only for information and contextual purposes to support our overall conclusions. 
We performed testing to source documents to assess aspects of the 
management of CI activities and the controls over CI resources. The data did 
not provide the sole basis of our findings. 

In addition, in October 2016 ATF implemented a new CI database, the 
Confidential Informant Master Registry and Reporting System (CIMRRS), after we 
had completed our fieldwork. In January 2017, we received a demonstration of 
CIMRRS from ATF headquarters officials, including a presentation of basic features, 
user roles, and general reports from the system. We did not conduct an 
assessment of the new system or include it in our audit. 
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UU.SU.S.S. . . DepartmDepartment Departmeent nt of of of Justice Justice Justice 

Office OffiOffice ce of of of the ththe e IIInnnsssppepeector ccttoor r GeGenGenneeerral ral al 

JunJune June e 10.2016 10.2016 10.2016 

MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT ADVISORY ADVISORY ADVISORY MEMORANDUM MEMORANDUM MEMORANDUM FOR: FOR: FOR: 

THOMAS THOMAS THOMAS E. E. E. BRANDON BRANDON BRANDON 
ACTING ACTING ACTING DIRECTOR DIRECTOR DIRECTOR 
BUREAU BUREAU BUREAU OOF OF F ALCOHOL, AALCOHOL, LCOHOL, TOBACCO, TOBACCO, TOBACCO, FIREARMS FIREARMS FIREARMS AND AND AND 

EXPLOSIVES EXPLOSIVES EXPLOSIVES 

FROM: FROM: FROM: ~~ ~~ ~~ 
IIINSPECTOR NSPECTOR NSPECTOR GENERAL GENERAL GENERAL 

SUBJECT: SUBJECT: SUBJECT: Management Management Management and aand nd Tracking Tracking Tracking of of of Confidential Confidential Confidential IIInformant nformant nformant 
Payment Paymen Payment t InformInformation Information ation 

TTThhe he e purpose purpose purpose of of of this this this memorandum memorandum memorandum is is is to to to advise advise advise you you you of of of significant significant significant iissues issues ssues 
that that that may mamay y be be be affecting affecting affecting the the the Bureau Bureau Bureau of of of Alcohol, Alcohol, Alcohol, Tobacco, Tobacco, Tobacco, FirFirFirearms earms earms and and and 
Explosives' ExplosivExplosives' es' (ATF) (ATF) (ATF) ability ability ability to to to adequateadequateadequately lly y provide provide provide compcomplete complete lete and and and reliable reliable reliable payment payment payment 
information information information related related related to to to its its its conconfidential confidential fidential informants informants informants (CI)(CI)(CI) . . . This This This concern concern concern arises arises arises from from from 
my my my office's office's office's ongoing ongoing ongoing audit audit audit of of of ATF's ATF's ATF's management management management and aand nd oversight oversight oversight of of of its iits ts CIs. CIs. CIs. We We We 
initiated initiated initiated this this this audit audaud iit t in in in OOctober October ctober 2015 2015 2015 witwith with h the the the objective objective objective to to to evaluate evaluate evaluate ATF's ATF's ATF's policies policies policies 
and and a nd practices practices practices for for for the the the identification, identification, identification, approvaapprovaapprovalll, , , and anand d oversight oversight oversight of of of its its its CCCIIIs. ss. . While While While we we we 
are are are still still still evaluating evaluaevaluating ting the the the efeffects efffects ects on on on the the the overall overall overall reliability reliability reliability of of of ATF ATF ATF information information information on on on all all all 
facets facets facets of of of ATF's ATF's ATF's CI CI CI program, program, program, we we we believe believe believe that that that ATF ATF ATF' needs needs needs to to to take take take immediate immediate immediate action action action 
to to to strengtstrengthen strengthen hen the the the management management management and and and tracking tracking tracking of of of CCCI I I payment payment payment information. information. information. In In In 
particular, particular, particular, we we we believe believe believe a a a risk risk risk exists exists exists that that that ATF ATF ATF could could could be be be using using u sing and and and supplying supplsupplying ying 
others others others with with with inacinaccurate inaccurate curate payment payment payment information infoinformation rmation concerning concerning concerning its its its CCCiiIs, s, s, which which which could could could 
negatively negatively negatively impact impact impact ATF's ATF's ATF's mission, mission, mission, as as as well well well as as as criminal criminal criminal proceedings proceedings proceedings in in in which which which 
ATF ATF ATF CIs CIs CIs testtestify testify ify or or or are are are otherwise otherwise otherwise relied relied relied upon. upon. upon. 

BBackground Background ackground 

DDepartment Department epartment of of of Justice JusJustice tice (Department (Department (Department or or or DOJ) DOJ) DOJ) law law law enforcement eenforcenforcement ment agencies, agencies, agencies, 
including including including ATF, ATF, ATF, are are are required required required to to to follow follow follow the the the Attorney Attorney Attorney General's General's General's Guidelines Guidelines Guidelines 
Regarding RReegarding garding the the the Use Use Use of of of Confidential Confidential Confidential IIInformantsnformants, nformants, , whwhwhich iich ch apply apply apply to to to ththe the e use use use of of of CIs CIs CIs in in in 
criminacriminacriminal l l investigatinvestigations investigations ions and and and prosecutions. prosecutions. prosecutions. ATF ATF ATF' Order Order Order 3252.3252.1A 3252.1A IA for for for ConfidConfidential Confidential ential 
Informant Informant Informant Usage Usage Usage defines defines defines the the the policies policies policies and and and instructions instructions instructions for for for ATF"s ATF's ATF's use use use of of of CIs CIs Cis and and and 
incorporates incorporates incorporates the the the requirements requirements requirements from from from the the the Attorney Attorney Attorney General's General's General's Guidelines Guidelines Guidelines into into into 
ATF ATF ATF policy. policpolicy. y. These These These policies policies policies contain contain contain instructions instructions instructions for for for the the the maintenance maintenance maintenance of of of 



 

 

CI CI CI-related -related -related information information information and and and documentation, documentation, documentation, including including including a a a crs CI's CI's personal personal personal 
identifiers, identifiers, identifiers, a a a CI's CI's CI's criminal criminal criminal history, history, history, authorization authorization authorization for for for the the the CI CI CI to to to participate participate participate in in in 
otherwise otherwise otherwise illegal illegal illegal activity, activity, activity, and and and payment payment payment information. information. information. While While While our our our preliminary preliminary preliminary 
audit audit audit findings findings findings indicate indicate indicate that that that ATF's ATF's ATF's policies policies policies are are are generally generally generally consistent consistent consistent with with with the the the 
Attorney Attorney Attorney General's General's General's Guidelines, Guidelines, Guidelines, we we we do do do not not not believe believe believe that that that ATF's ATF's ATF's practices practices practices offer offer offer 
adequate adequate adequate controls controls controls over over over the the the tracking tracking tracking and and and maintaining maintaining maintaining of of of CI-related CI-related CI-related information, information, information, 
particularly particularly particularly regarding regarding regarding payment payment payment information. information. information. 

Tracking Tracking Tracking Payments Payments Payments to to to Cis Cis Cis 

ATF ATF ATF field field field divisions divisions divisions use use use agent agent agent cashier cashier cashier funds funds funds to to to facilitate facilitate facilitate the the the purchase purchase purchase of of of 
evidence, evidence, evidence, procurement procurement procurement of of of services, services, services, and and and payment payment payment for for for information information information related related related to to to 
criminal criminal criminal investigations. investigations. investigations. ATF ATF ATF pays pays pays Cis Cis CIs in in in the the the form form form of of of cash cash cash through through through this this this agent agent agent 
cashier cashier cashier fund, fund, fund, and and and these these these CI CI CI payments payments payments are are are documented documented documented with with with hard-copy hard-copy hard-copy requests requests requests 
for for for funds, funds, funds, payment payment payment receipts, receipts, receipts, and and and reports reports reports of of of expenditure. expenditure. expenditure. Field Field Field divisions divisions divisions submit submit submit 
to to to ATF ATF ATF Headquarters Headquarters Headquarters a a a manually manually manually compiled compiled compiled monthly monthly monthly report report report of of of all all all cumulative cumulative cumulative 
expenditures expenditures expenditures from from from the the the agent agent agent cashier cashier cashier fund fund fund by by by expenditure expenditure expenditure type, type, type, such such such as as as 
categories categories categories for for for the the the purchase purchase purchase of of of information, information, information, evidence, evidence, evidence, CI CI CI subsistence, subsistence, subsistence, or or or 
undercover undercover undercover expenses; expenses; expenses; these these these individual individual individual transactions transactions transactions are are are not not not logged logged logged into into into an an an 
automated automated automated tracking tracking tracking system. system. system. 

However, However, However, based based based on on on our our our fieldwork fieldwork fieldwork to to to date, date, date, ATF ATF ATF field field field divisions divisions divisions are are are not not not 
required required required to to to maintain maintain maintain or or or track track track aggregate aggregate aggregate payment payment payment data data data for for for individual individual individual Cis. Cis. CIs. 
Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, there there there appears appears appears to to to be be be little little little consistency consistency consistency in in in how how how aggregate aggregate aggregate CI CI CI payment payment payment 
information information information may may may be be be tracked tracked tracked or or or assembled assembled assembled when when when this this this information information information is is is needed needed needed or or or 
requested. requested. requested. Although Although Although some some some ATF ATF ATF field field field divisions divisions divisions track track track CI CI CI payments payments payments in in in a a a 
structured structured structured and and and detailed detailed detailed manner, manner, manner, such such such as as as listing listing listing each each each transaction transaction transaction on on on a a a basic basic basic 
spreadsheet, spreadsheet, spreadsheet, we we we have have have found found found that that that tracking tracking tracking payments, payments, payments, by by by individual individual individual CI, CI, CI, is is is not not not a a a 
standard standard standard practice practice practice within within within every every every field field field division. divisiondivision . . For For For example, example, example, agents agents agents are are are not not not 
required required required to to to maintain maintain maintain a a a log log log of of of each each each payment payment payment made made made to to to an an an individual individual individual CI CI CI or or or all all all Cis Cis CIs 
in in in an an an investigation. investigation. investigation. 

According According According to to to ATF ATF ATF policy, policy, policy, field field field divisions divisions divisions are are are required required required to to to maintain maintain maintain a a a 
hard-copy hard-copy hard-copy CI CI CI file. file. file. Based Based Based upon upon upon our our our review review review of of of CI CI CI files files files in in in three three three ATF ATF ATF field field field divisions, divisions, divisions, 
the the the files files files contain contain contain basic basic basic background background background and and and biographical biographical biographical information information information related related related to to to the the the 
CI, CI, CI, as as as well well well as as as suitability suitability suitability memoranda memoranda memoranda from from from the the the crs CI's CI's handler handler handler to to to field field field division division division 
management management management requesting requesting requesting that that that the the the CI CI CI remain remain remain active, active, active, and, and, and, if if if the the the CI CI CI is is is no no no longer longer longer 
required required required for for for use, use, use, a a a memoranda memoranda memoranda notifying notifying notifying ATF ATF ATF management management management of of of the the the crs CI's CI's 
deactivation. deactivation. deactivation. Payments Payments Payments to to to CIs Cis Cis are are are to to to be be be reported reported reported by by by an an an agent agent agent twice twice twice a a a year year year in in in a a a 
semiannual semiannual semiannual suitability suitability suitability memorandum. memorandum. memorandum. However, However, However, ATF ATF ATF requires requires requires the the the payment payment payment 
information information information in in in this this this suitability suitability suitability memorandum memorandum memorandum to to to be be be reported reported reported only only only as as as a a a total total total 
dollar dollar dollar amount amount amount for for for the the the semiannual semiannual semiannual period. period. period. It It It does does does not not not require require require the the the payment payment payment 
amounts amounts amounts to to to be be be itemized, itemized, itemized, or or or broken broken broken down down down by by by investigation, investigation, investigation, or or or by by by type type type of of of 
payment. payment. payment. From From From the the the information information information provided provided provided in in in the the the CI CI CI file, file, file, we we we could could could not not not verify verify verify the the the 
payment payment payment amounts amounts amounts reported reported reported because because because the the the file file file did did did not not not contain contain contain sufficient sufficient sufficient 
information information information to to to support support support the the the total total total payment payment payment amount amount amount for for for that that that semiannual semiannual semiannual period. period. period. 
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In In In addition, addition, addition, agents agents agents are are are not not not required required required to to to report report report the the the total total total cumulative cumulative cumulative payment payment payment 
amount amount amount made made made to to to the the the CI CI CI until until until the the the Cl's Cl's Cl's deactivation, deactivation, deactivation, and and and this this this total total total amount amount amount is is is 
only only only reported reported reported on on on the the the hard-copy hard-copy hard-copy deactivation deactivation deactivation memorandum memorandum memorandum located located located in in in the the the 
CI CI CI file. file. file. Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, from from from our our our review review review of of of ATF's ATF's ATF's CI CI CI files, files, files, there there there is is is no no no apparent apparent apparent 
method method method of of of validating validating validating the the the accuracy accuracy accuracy of of of CI CI CI payment payment payment information information information contained contained contained within within within 
the the the hard-copy hard-copy hard-copy CI CI CI filefile. file. . 

In In In addition addition addition to to to the the the hard-copy hard-copy hard-copy CI CI CI files, files, files, ATF ATF ATF maintains maintains maintains an an an electronic electronic electronic system system system 
for for for CI CI CI data. data. data. However, However, However, ATF's ATF's ATF's automated automated automated system system system is is is an an an immature immature immature database database database that that that 
does does does not not not have have have sufficient sufficient sufficient controls controls controls or or or consistency consistency consistency over over over the the the information information information input input input into into into 
the the the system. system. system. Further, Further, Further, while while while ATF's ATF's ATF's CI CI CI database database database does does does have have have an an an optional optional optional field field field for for for 
payment payment payment information, information, information, the the the field field field definition definition definition only only only calls calls calls for for for the the the entry entry entry of of of the the the total total total 
payment payment payment amount amount amount for for for the the the current current current semiannual semiannual semiannual suitability suitability suitability memorandum. memorandum. memorandum. The The The 
database database database does does does not not not contain contain contain information information information about about about individual individual individual payments, payments, payments, or or or aggregate aggregate aggregate 
payments payments payments made made made during during during past past past semiannual semiannual semiannual suitability suitability suitability periods. periods. periods. Thus, Thus, Thus, the the the 
CI CI CI database database database standing standing standing alone alone alone does does does not not not contain contain contain sufficient sufficient sufficient information information information to to to audit audit audit a a a 
Cl's Cl's Cl's payments, payments, payments, or or or to to to determine determine determine the the the total total total amount amount amount paid paid paid to to to a a a CI. CI. CI. 

When When When ATF ATF ATF is is is asked asked asked to to to provide provide provide payment payment payment information information information for for for a a a CI, CI, CI, such such such as as as for for for 
trial trial trial preparation preparation preparation or or or the the the routine routine routine suitability suitability suitability memoranda, memoranda, memoranda, its its its current current current method method method is is is 
for for for the the the Cl's Cl's Cl's handling handling handling agent agent agent to to to manually manually manually examine examine examine all all all payment payment payment documents documents documents to to to 
determine determine determine the the the total total total amount amount amount paid paid paid to to to that that that CI. CI. CI. This This This would would would be be be completed completed completed either either either by by by 
reviewing reviewing reviewing payment payment payment information information information in in in every every every investigative investigative investigative file file file the the the CI CI CI has has has been been been 
associated associated associated with with with or or or by by by reviewing reviewing reviewing monthly monthly monthly agent agent agent cashier cashier cashier logs logs logs dating dating dating back back back to to to the the the 
time time time of of of the the the CI's CI's CI's activation. activationactivation. . In In In addition addition addition to to to being being being inefficient inefficient inefficient in in in that that that the the the same same same 
process process process must must must be be be repeated repeated repeated in in in any any any subsequent subsequent subsequent request request request for for for payment payment payment information information information 
relating relating relating to to to the the the same same same CI, CI, CI, this this this manual manual manual method method method presents presents presents an an an obvious obvious obvious elevated elevated elevated risk risk risk 
of of of error. error. error. Among Among Among other other other things, things, things, the the the handling handling handling agent agent agent could could could incorrectly incorrectly incorrectly calculate calculate calculate 
the the the total total total payment payment payment amounts, amounts, amounts, inadvertently inadvertently inadvertently overlook overlook overlook CI CI CI payment payment payment documentation documentation documentation 
in in in an an an investigative investigative investigative file, file, file, fail fail fail to to to review review review a a a relevant relevant relevant investigative investigative investigative file file file because because because the the the 
agent agent agent was was was unaware unaware unaware that that that a a a CI CI CI was was was used used used in in in a a a particular particular particular investigation, investigation, investigation, or or or enter enter enter 
incorrect incorrect incorrect payment payment payment amounts amounts amounts because because because of of of the the the lack lack lack of of of data data data validation validation validation procedures. procedures. procedures. 
Our Our Our audit audit audit has has has not not not attempted attempted attempted to to to verify verify verify the the the accuracy accuracy accuracy of of of any any any CI CI CI payment payment payment amounts amounts amounts 
provided provided provided to to to prosecutors, prosecutors, prosecutors, and and and we we we have have have not not not identified identified identified any any any specific specific specific instance instance instance in in in 
which which which such such such errors errors errors have have have been been been made, made, made, but but but the the the risk risk risk presented presented presented by by by the the the current current current 
process process process should should should be be be addressed. addressed. addressed. 

During During During our our our ongoing ongoing ongoing audit, audit, audit, we we we have have have attempted attempted attempted to to to verify verify verify the the the payment payment payment 
information information information relating relating relating to to to a a a small small small sample sample sample of of of individual individual individual Cis, Cis, Cis, independent independent independent of of of any any any 
disclosure disclosure disclosure issue. issue. issue. As As As previously previously previously noted noted noted in in in this this this memorandum, memorandum, memorandum, CI-related CI-related CI-related 
payment payment payment information information information is is is contained contained contained in in in CI CI CI files, files, files, investigative investigative investigative case case case files, files, files, the the the agent agent agent 
cashier cashier cashier fund fund fund logs, logs, logs, and and and is is is sometimes sometimes sometimes recorded recorded recorded in in in the the the CI CI CI database. database. database. We We We reviewed reviewed reviewed 
the the the semiannual semiannual semiannual suitability suitability suitability memoranda memoranda memoranda cumulative cumulative cumulative payment payment payment amounts, amounts, amounts, the the the 
individual individual individual payment payment payment receipt receipt receipt documentation, documentation, documentation, reports reports reports about about about payments payments payments from from from 
investigative investigative investigative files, files, files, and and and the the the payment payment payment amounts amounts amounts reported reported reported in in in the the the CI CI CI database. database. database. We We We 
were were were unable unable unable to to to reconcile reconcile reconcile reported reported reported payment payment payment amounts amounts amounts with with with the the the various various various 
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above-described above-described above-described supporting supporting supporting documents documents documents and and and records. records. records. Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, we we we have have have been been been 
unable unable unable to to to confirm confirm confirm whether whether whether CI CI CI payment payment payment information information information was was was complete complete complete or or or accurate accurate accurate 
for for for the the the specific specific specific CIs CIs CIs in in in our our our sample, sample, sample, thus thus thus giving giving giving rise rise rise to to to the the the concerns concerns concerns related related related in in in 
this this this memorandum. memorandum. memorandum. 

Evidence Evidence Evidence Used Used Used for for for Federal Federal Federal Criminal Criminal Criminal Proceedings Proceedings Proceedings 

The The The United United United States States States Attorney's Attorney's Attorney's Manual Manual Manual states states states that that that federal federal federal prosecutors prosecutors prosecutors 
should should should decide decide decide whether whether whether to to to prosecute prosecute prosecute a a a case case case based based based upon upon upon the the the belief belief belief that that that evidence evidence evidence 
provided provided provided by by by law law law enforcement enforcement enforcement agencies, agencies, agencies, such such such as as as ATF, ATF, ATF, is is is sufficient sufficient sufficient to to to obtain obtain obtain and and and 
sustain sustain sustain a a a convictionconvictionconviction. . . Specifically Specifically Specifically related related related to to to CIs, CIs, CIs, DOJ DOJ DOJ guidance guidance guidance states states states that that that the the the 
credibility credibility credibility of of of evidence evidence evidence will will will always always always be be be at at at issue issue issue when when when CI CI CI testimony testimony testimony may may may be be be 
necessary necessary necessary for for for a a a successful successful successful prosecution. prosecution. prosecution. When When When ATF ATF ATF provides provides provides evidence evidence evidence in in in 
support support support of of of federal federal federal criminal criminal criminal prosecutions, prosecutions, prosecutions, including including including information information information to to to support support support the the the 
credibility credibility credibility of of of a a a CI, CI, CI, it it it is is is expected expected expected that that that the the the information information information provided, provided, provided, including including including 
payments payments payments made made made to to to a a a CI, CI, CI, is is is complete, complete, complete, accurate, accurate, accurate, and and and reliable. reliable. reliable. 

Consistent Consistent Consistent with with with constitutional constitutional constitutional and and and statutory statutory statutory disclosure disclosure disclosure and and and discovery discovery discovery 
obligations, obligations, obligations, the the the United United United States States States Attorneys' Attorneys' Attorneys' Manual Manual Manual states states states that that that federal federal federal prosecutors prosecutors prosecutors 
are are are obligated obligated obligated to to to seek seek seek exculpatory exculpatory exculpatory and and and impeachment impeachment impeachment information information information from from from members members members 
of of of the the the prosecution prosecution prosecution team, team, team, which which which includes includes includes federal, federal, federal, state, state, state, and and and local local local law law law 
enforcement enforcement enforcement officers. officers. officers. Accordingly, Accordingly, Accordingly, prosecutors prosecutors prosecutors need need need to to to obtain obtain obtain reliable reliable reliable 
information information information from from from law law law enforcement enforcement enforcement agency agency agency files files files for for for testifying testifying testifying CIs. CIs. CIs. The The The 
information information information potentially potentially potentially subject subject subject to to to disclosure, disclosure, disclosure, including including including payment payment payment information, information, information, 
should should should be be be readily readily readily accessible accessible accessible for for for this this this purpose. purpose. purpose. 

As As As described described described in in in this this this memorandum, memorandum, memorandum, we we we found found found that that that obtaining obtaining obtaining the the the 
information information information requires requires requires a a a manual manual manual search search search of of of various various various sources sources sources of of of information, information, information, such such such 
as as as all all all investigative investigative investigative files files files with with with which which which a a a CI CI CI is is is associated. associated. associated. In In In addition, addition, addition, we we we found found found 
inconsistencies inconsistencies inconsistencies in in in the the the payment payment payment information information information tracked tracked tracked in in in an an an individual's individual's individual's CI CI CI file, file, file, 
the the the investigative investigative investigative case case case files, files, files, and and and the the the ATF's ATF's ATF's CI CI CI database. database. database. We We We do do do not not not have have have 
information information information that that that ATF ATF ATF provided provided provided prosecutors prosecutors prosecutors with with with inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate CI CI CI payment payment payment 
information information information in in in connection connection connection with with with any any any criminal criminal criminal proceeding, proceeding, proceeding, however however however numerous numerous numerous 
ATF ATF ATF and and and DOJ DOJ DOJ officials officials officials expressed expressed expressed concern concern concern when when when they they they learned learned learned that that that ATF ATF ATF does does does not not not 
have have have a a a systematic systematic systematic method method method to to to track track track or or or retrieve retrieve retrieve this this this type type type of of of information. information. information. We We We are are are 
concerned concerned concerned that that that the the the manual manual manual and and and compartmentalized compartmentalized compartmentalized manner manner manner in in in which which which ATF ATF ATF 
tracks tracks tracks such such such information information information could could could lead lead lead to to to incorrect incorrect incorrect information information information being being being provided provided provided to to to 
prosecutors prosecutors prosecutors for for for disclosure disclosure disclosure in in in criminal criminal criminal cases. cases. cases. Therefore, Therefore, Therefore, we we we believe believe believe ATF ATF ATF must must must 
strengthen strengthen strengthen the the the management management management and and and tracking tracking tracking of of of information information information related related related to to to its its its CIs CIs CIs to to to 
help help help avoid avoid avoid such such such risks. risks. risks. 

We We We are are are providing providing providing this this this information information information so so so that that that ATF ATF ATF can can can assess assess assess the the the potential potential potential 
systemic systemic systemic nature nature nature of of of our our our preliminary preliminary preliminary finding finding finding and and and take take take appropriate appropriate appropriate corrective corrective corrective 
action. action. action. Please Please Please advise advise advise us us us within within within 30 30 30 days days days of of of the the the date date date of of of this this this memorandum memorandum memorandum of of of any any any 
actions actions actions ATF ATF ATF has has has taken taken taken or or or intends intends intends to to to take take take regarding regarding regarding the the the issues issues issues discussed discussed discussed 
herein. herein. herein. We We We are are are continuing continuing continuing our our our audit audit audit of of of ATF's ATF's ATF's management management management and and and oversight oversight oversight of of of CIs CIs CIs 

4 4 4 
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and and and intend intend intend to to to incorporate incorporate incorporate in in in our our our final final final audit audit audit report report report any any any corrective corrective corrective actions actions actions ATF ATF ATF 
takes takes takes in in in response response response to to to this this this memorandum. memorandum. memorandum. If If If you you you would would would like like like to to to discuss discuss discuss this this this 
memorandum, memorandum, memorandum, please please please contact contact contact me me me at at at (202) (202) (202) 514-3435 514-3435 514-3435 or or or Jason Jason Jason R. R. R. Malmstrom, Malmstrom, Malmstrom, 
Assistant Assistant Assistant Inspector Inspector Inspector General General General for for for Audit, Audit, Audit, at at at (202) (202) (202) 616-4633. 616-4633. 616-4633. 

5 5 5 
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cc: 	 Carlos Uriarte 
Associate Deputy Attorney General 

Adam Pallotto 
Audit Liaison 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives 

Richard P. Theis 

Assistant Director 

Audit Liaison Group 

Internal Review and Evaluation Office 

Justice Management Division 
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U.s.lHparu.s. u.s. Department Ot:parlment tpttPI or of or Justice JWlJUliIltb « 

8uI"I!:IU Bureau Bureau of of of Ak:ohotAlcohol. Alcohol, . TobliewTobaccoTobacco, . , 
FireFirearm~ Fireannsaanns and and nd ExplocciVCll E~plosive5 Exploslvl:5 

JUll110lS JUJUL L 112016 I 12015 ................. 
300000:A-IF 3OOOOO:3OOOOO:f'HF FHF 
8110 8310 g3 10 

TIle The The 1I0n0Bbie HUonorable onor-able Michael MMkhaeichael l Ii E. E. HHHorowitz. On:JWilz on)Wi(X 
In(In.pectOf' n5peespector ter General 0cPenJ General 
United United United Statu Slates Slates Dcpanment Depanmcnl Department of of of Justice Justice: Justice 
950 950 950 PennPw:llDlylvBPia ~nnsylvania sylvania Avenue. Avenue, Avenue. NNN...WWW ., ., •• Room Room Room 4706 4706 4706 
Washington. WuhinglOa. Washington, D.C. D.CD.C. .lOSJO.OOO1 lOlJO.OOO1 20530-0001 

Dear Onr Dear Mr. MrMr. . IlHI kJn;rwjU:: oroworowiu.: itz.; 

1lIank Thank 11umk you you you ffor for oc aallowing _Lowing llowing tbe the the Bureau BBureau ureau of of of AAIcoboI. AIc::ohoI. kohol. Tobacco. Tobacco, TCIbacco. FireannFircarTm, FiI'C.llml. s. and and and E:r.plO!lives Expl05iYe$ Eaplosives (A ((ATf) ATf') TF) the the the 
opportunity opportunopportunity ity to t10 o review I"I:vjew revjew and and and commc:nt comment comment on on 011 tbe the lbc Management MManAJ=lent anftlC-ment Advisory Advisory Advisory Memonndum Mc.morandum Mc.motandum for for (or the: tbe: tbe Office Office Office 
ohlle orOrlM lhe InspectoIInspector nJPCCtor r General's General's OeneraJ'l (o((010) OIO) ro) ongoing ongoing ongoing .udiaudit audit l of Qf of ATF'. A ATF'TF', I M Management MUllpmenll.lld ..... aement and and TracTracking T radtina king oof of f 
ConfidentiallnfQnnant CQI\fidentiai Confidential Inrormant lnfortnant (Cl) ((CI) CI) Payment PaPaymenyment t Information. InInrormationronnation. . 

A 1\ ATF TF TF IIpprecilltes apprec:iatt'll appRCillle:t the the lhe ongoing ongoiongoing ng efforts efforts errOlU of ofthc of the: the audiaudit auclil t leam, tteam. eam, .nd and and lI,reeI agfCC5 1In:ct with wilh with lhe tile the OOOIOIIGO's '1 ' s 
reconuneo<iation. recommc:ndatin:com.mendalionon. . ATF ATF ATF specispecifieally specifiCllly ficall y acknowledges acknowledge! aeknowlcdaes that thathat t the tlhe he eUrnlncurreneunent l t merm!thodomel~oay thodollogy oJY of oof f ltr..cking Irxtina racking CCCI I I 
Pilymcnt PIIyment pilymcnl infonnation infinrOlTTllllion onnation illio into in lo Exc:ct EAcel &ccJ workbooks workboob wortbook. throughothroughout Ihroughoul ut each e!lCh ellCh fiefield (lekl ld division divisidivision on is is Is not not POIlhe ththe e most ~I mosI 
emeieefficient emeienl nt meameans means ns by by by whwhwhich iicch h to tI() o tractrack lral:k k papayment paymenl yment information, informinformation, al ion, and lind lPd thllt that Ihat the the lhe information infoinformation rmat ion cococollected llllected ected 
throughout throughout throughout all all _I 21 2.1 2!1 field field field divisions divisiondivisions s is is is nOt nOi not uniformluniformly uniformly y entered tmenlel"l!:d te red wwwith ith ith respet;t reKpect I1IKpC!CI 1to I0 O aggregate aaspg.sgregate 1e amounamountamountls s S 
versus versus versus summary 5UIIIDlIII"y sUllllllary amounts. aIImounts. mounts. 

Consistent COnJI~tcnl ConJlstent with witwllh h OIG'OIG's OIO's s recommenrecommendation, recommendation. dation, I I 11m aam m pleased pleased plellsed ttto o o advi.advidvillC isc '!e yoyou you u ththat Ihllllt t A A A TF TF TF hIlS huhu~ s aalready allreadrelldy y laken taken tlkcn 
"eps steps Stcps 1tto 0 o modernize modernize nlOdemlu: our our our process process process frfooor r r tracking traeking track.inS CI CCI I payments payments paymenl. and IUld and funhfurther l'urthct er sJlre.Ircnstllen trengthen ngthcn controls controls control. and Iltld lind 
ovoversovel'1ighL el'llighightl. . The..<oe The.~e l1lC5C efforts efforts efforts are arc: arc desddesesiiigned gned gned tt1o o 0 ensure eenMire nsure the the the hihighehiSbest ghest st level llevel evel of oof f aaudaudit udiit t contrococontrol. ntrolls s arc aare re put put put into iinto nto 
plplace placelhrouAh ll(."e through through the the the design desdesign ign and and and implimph'mcntatiimplemcnllliion ementation on of oof f ouoouur r r new new tlCW CCCllIKkin, I I trat l1lccking kinl databasedatabllsedllaba5e. , . The The: The implied implied implied risb ririsks sks 
and IUld II1d coocemJ concerns concerns ccited eited ited by by by your you)'OW' r ooffice office: ffice will will will be: be be addreucd addressed addrc:ucd by by by an an an aUlOrnall,d automated aulOrulled soJOluIOlution. lutionlion, . which which which will will will provide pproviw. rovide 
a a a hciJhheightened hciaillened tened level level level of oof f oversighoversOVUIiigIK. ightt, . data data data reportreporting reponing ing consistency, consistency, consi.lency. monitoring mmortllorina onitoringllOd and and ac:counaccountabilICCOUPIabtlity tlbi lili ly ty for for (or alall all l 
patymentpll.ymenpaymcnl$ lS s made made mIdc 110 to 0 CuCisClI. . . 11x: Tbc: 1lJc actactions actionllO ions 1t0 o date date date include: include: include.: 

• • • Decem~r:!O~mber Deccmbcr:!OI4-Re,'ised. 2014-Revised ( 4-Revi.sed ATF ATF ATF Order Order Onkr 3:!.1:!3212.1, 3252..1 1, . Confldentiallnfonnant Confidential Conndentllllinfonm.nt in(onnMI Usage US3ge Uu.;e from rrom from JulJulJuly y y 
2012 2012 2012 

• • • June lune June 2016-Cootnlct 2016-Con1nlct 2016-Conuact award award awanl fOf ffor or CCI CJ I Tracking TraclcinTnck.ina g DatabDIlabase nat .... ase w. l)evc.lopmcntIModemiwion DcvelopmentIModemization OcvelopmentIModemlution 
• • • Ju.neIlunclluly JUMlJwy July 2016-ATFlContractor 2016--A 2016--ATFIConuKUlI' TFlContractoc ltick-off, kickk.id:-otr. -off. and and and systs'yllCm ystem em requirements requirements l1Iquin:mmu development. developmentdevelopment. . 
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ATF A ATF TF is is is working working working to to to implement implement implement the the the new new new CI CI CI Tracking Tracking Tracking National National National Database Database Database by by by October October October 1,2016, 1,2016, 1, 2016, 
affecting affecting affecting all all all new new new criminal criminal criminal investigations investigations investigations beginning beginning beginning in in in FY FY FY 2017. 20172017 . . In In In addition, addition, addition, ATF ATF ATF Order Order Order 
3252.1A, 3252.IA, 3252.IA, Confidential Confidential Confidential Infonnant Informant Informant Usage, Usage, Usage, will will will be be be revised revised revised appropriately appropriately appropriately to to to document document document the the the use use use of of of the the the 
new new new national national national tracking tracking tracking database database database and and and to to to direct direct direct that that that all all all transactions transactions transactions affecting affecting affecting CI CI CI payments payments payments be be be input input input 
throughout throughout throughout the the the course course course of of of each each each investigationinvestigation. investigation. . 

While While While ATF ATF ATF concurs concurs concurs in in in the the the recommendation recommendation recommendation to to to improve improve improve tracking tracking tracking of of of CI CI CI payment payment payment infonnation information information and and and 
is is is acting acting acting expeditiously expeditiously expeditiously to to to address address address that that that recommendation, recommendation, recommendation, we we we do do do not not not agree agree agree with with with the the the OIG's OIG's OIG's 
characterization characterization characterization of of of the the the severity severity severity of of of the the the risks risks risks associated associated associated with with with the the the inefficiencies inefficiencies inefficiencies in in in the the the current current current 
system. system. system. In In In particular, particular, particular. we we we do do do not not not agree agree agree with with with the the the characterization characterization characterization that that that "a "a "a risk risk risk exists ex...ists ex...ists that that that ATF ATF ATF could could could 
be be be using using using and and and supplying supplying supplying others others others with with with inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate payment payment payment information information infonnation concerning concerning concerning its its its CIs, CIs, CIs, which which which 
could could could negatively negatively negatively impact impact impact ATF's ATF's ATF's mission, mission, mission, as as as well well well as as as criminal criminal criminal proceedings proceedings proceedings in in in which which which ATF ATF ATF CIs CIs CIs 
testify testify testify or or or are are are otherwise otherwise otherwise relied relied relied upon." upon." upon." Notwithstanding Notwithstanding Notwithstanding this this this characterization, characterization, characterization, the the the orG OIG OIG audit audit audit team tearn team 
did did did not not not identify identify identify or or or document document document any any any instance instance instance of of of erroneously erroneously erroneously reporting reporting reporting payment payment payment information. information. infonnation. Hence, Hence, Hence, 
willIe willIe while the the the lack lack lack of of of consistent consistent consistent data data data entry entry entry practices practices practices may may may be be be problematic problematic problematic to to to the the the efficient efficient efficient reporting reporting reporting of of of 
payment payment payment infonnation, information, information, ATF's ATF's ATF's controls controls controls on on on Agent Agent Agent Cashier Casiller Casiller Funds Funds Funds (ACF) (ACF) (ACF) and and and financial financial financial management management management 
reimbursement, reimbursement, reimbursement, as as as well well well as as as quarterly quarterly quarterly reviews reviews reviews by by by independent independent independent audit audit audit personnel personnel personnel within witilln witilln the the the Bureau, Bureau, Bureau, 
provide provide provide reasonable reasonable reasonable assurance assurance assurance over over over controls controls controls and and and oversight oversight oversight of of of source source source documentation. documentation. documentation. These These These 
controls controls controls and and and reviews reviews reviews also also also ensure ensure ensure professional professional professional staff staff staff have have have the the the ability ability ability to to to perform perform perform due due due diligence diligence diligence in in in 
obtaining obtaining obtaining and and and accumulating accumulating accumulating the the the payment payment payment infonnation information information for for for disclosure disclosure disclosure and and and use use use in in in criminal criminal criminal and and and other other other 
proceedings. proceedings. proceedings. 

To To To verify verify verify that that that existing existing existing controls controls controls are are are sufficient sufficient sufficient to to to ensure ensure ensure accurate accurate accurate reporting, reporting, reporting, ATF's ATF's ATF's forensic forensic forensic 
auditors auditors auditors were were were engaged engaged engaged to to to examine examine examine CI CI CI payments payments payments iin in n multiple multiple multiple investigations investigations investigations along along along with with with the the the data data data 
entry entry entry and and and cumulative cumulative cumulative amounts. amounts. amounts. In In In all all all cases, cases, cases, using using using all all all source source source documentation, documentation, documentation, ATF ATF ATF forensic forensic forensic 
auditors auditors auditors were were were able able able to to to track track track all all all costs costs costs associated associated associated with with with a a a CI CI CI and and and "add-back" "add-back" "add-back" to to to the the the total total total amount amount amount 
entered entered entered in in in the the the affected affected affected workbooks. workbooks. workbooks. 

ATF ATF ATF recognizes recognizes recognizes that that that all all all system system system entries, entries, entries, whether whether whether into into into an an an informal informal infonnal workbook workbook workbook or or or a a a new new new automated automated automated 
national national national CI CI CI database, database, database, are are are at at at risk risk risk for for for data data data entry entry entry error. errorerror. . To To To minimize minimize minimize that that that risk, risk, risk, and and and provide provide provide greater greater greater 
oversight, oversight, oversight, ATF A A TF TF has has has employed employed employed its its its forensic forensic forensic auditors auditors auditors to to to review review review Agent Agent Agent Cashier Cashier Cashier Funds, Funds, Funds, and and and will will will 
extend extend extend that that that role role role to to to the the the transmission transmission transmission of of of CI CI CI data data data from from from the the the ACF ACF ACF process process process into into into the the the new new new CI CI CI tracking tracking tracking 
database, database, database, thus thus thus ensuring ensuring ensuring the the the integrity integrity integrity of of of data data data entry entry entry operations operations operations and and and cost cost cost accumulation accumulation accumulation reports. reports. reports. 

In In In conclusion, conclusion, conclusion, ATF ATF ATF concurs concurs concurs with with with the the the orG OIG OIG recommendation recommendation recommendation and and and shares shares shares the the the goal goal goal of of of improving improving improving the the the 
efficiency efficiency efficiency and and and effectiveness effectiveness effectiveness of of of the the the CI CI CI payment payment payment tracking tracking tracking systemsystem. system. . The The The modernization modernization modernization efforts efforts efforts that that that 
ATF ATF ATF has has has already already already initiated initiated initiated will will will address address address the the the concerns concerns concerns stated stated stated in in in OIG's OIG's OIG's memorandum memorandum memorandum and and and enable enable enable 
ATF ATF ATF to to to further further further strengthen strengthen strengthen our our our management management management oversight oversight oversight and and and control control control of of of payment payment payment tracking. tracking. tracking. Our Our Our new new new 
database database database will will will establish establish establish consistency consistency consistency with with with transaction transaction transaction details, details, details, aggregate aggregate aggregate payments payments payments and and and cumulative cumulative cumulative 
payments. payments. payments. In In In the the the interim, interim, interim, ATF ATF ATF is is is confident confident confident the the the processes processes processes and and and oversight oversight oversight of of of CI CI CI payments payments payments resulting resulting resulting 
from from from the the the ACF ACF ACF pclicies/processes, policies/processes, pclicies/processes, combined combined combined with with with regular regular regular reviews reviews reviews of of of ACF ACF ACF transactions, transactions, transactions, will will will 
continue continue continue to to to ensure ensure ensure the the the accuracy accuracy accuracy and and and reliability reliability reliability of of of information information information disclosed disclosed disclosed from from from that that that system. system. system. 
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The The The Honorable Honorable Honorable Michael Michael Michael EE. E. . Horowitz Horowitz Horowitz 

Should Should Should you you you have have have any any any questions questions questions regarding regarding regarding this this this responresponse, responsse, e, please please please contact contact contact Adam Adam Adam Pallotto, Pallotto, Pall otto, Chief, ChiefChief, , 
Audit Audit Audit Liaison Liaison Liaison BranchBranchBranch, , , at at at 202-648-8706202-648-8706202-648-8706. . . 

Sincerely Sincerely Sincerely yours, yours, yours, 

Deputy Deputy Deputy Director Director Director 
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u.s. Department of Justice 

Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives 

Office ofthe Director 

Washington, DC 20226 

OCT 12 2016 100000:JJA 
8310 

Mr. Michael E. Horowitz 
Inspector General 
United States Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Suite 4706 
Washington, DC 20530 

Dear Mr. Horowitz: 

I am writing to follow-up on my letter to you dated July I I, 2016, regarding the Office of the 
Inspector General's (OIG) ongoing audit of ATF's Management and Tracking of Confidential 
Informant (CI) Payment Information. I sent ATF's July 11 'h letter in response to the 
Management Advisory Memorandum your office provided to ATF on June 10,2016. One of the 
subjects addressed in that memorandum was the OIG Audit team's assessment that ATF's prior 
tracking system for payments to CIs was vulnerable to inaccuracy. As outlined in ATF's July 
II'h letter, in response to the Management Advisory Memorandum, I directed ATF's internal 
forensic auditor team to examine CI payments and the data entry documenting those in multiple 
investigations from one of the field divisions the OIG Audit team had reviewed. That 
examination did not confirm the OIG Audit team's assessment. 

Since delivery of the July II'h letter, ATF and the OIG Audit team have continued to engage in 
cooperative discussions regarding the recommendations in the Management Advisory 
Memorandum. During those discussions, the OIG Audit team advised that its assessment 
regarding recordkeeping vulnerabilities was based on a review of records from A TF field 
divisions other than the field division whose records the ATF forensic auditors had examined for 
my July II'h response. Consequently, I directed ATF's forensic auditors to examine the records 
from the two field divisions at issue. In early October, ATF's forensic audit team reported that it 
had been unable to 100% reconcile the CI payment records in the two field divisions identified 
by the OIG Audit team - essentially confirming the concerns outlined in the Management 
Advisory Memorandum.; ATF promptly reported its findings to the OIG Audit team to ensure 
that all relevant information was available for the final audit report and to continue the 
cooperative efforts ofOiG and ATF to strengthen ATF's internal recordkeeping controls on CI 
payments. 

As you are aware, A TF has recognized the need to further strengthen the process for tracking CI 
payments, and had been in the process of deploying a new automated CI tracking system during 
this audit. I am very pleased to advise you that ATF's new tracking system was launched on 
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Mr. Mr. Mr. Michael Michael Michael E. E. E. Horowitz Horowitz Horowitz 

October October October 11,2016, 11,2016, II , 2016, and and and we we we will will will be be be inviting inviting inviting the the the OlG OlG OlG Audit Audit Audit team team team to to to attend attend attend a a a demonstration demonstration demonstration ofthe ofthe ofthe 
system's system's system's functionality functionality functionality in in in the the the near near near futurefuture. future. . 

A A ATF TF TF is is is grateful grateful grateful for for for the the the cooperative cooperative cooperative and and and productive productive productive input input input the the the OlG OlG OlG Audit Audit Audit team team team provided provided provided 
throughout throughout throughout this this this process, process, process, and and and we we we look look look forward forward forward to to to continued continued continued collaboration collaboration collaboration to to to ensure ensure ensure ATF's ATF's ATF's new new new CI CI CI 
payment payment payment tracking tracking tracking system system system is iis s fully fully fully effective effective effective and and and efficient. efficient. efficient. 

Should Should Should you you you have have have any any any questions questions questions regarding regarding regarding this this this response, response, response, please please please contact contact contact me me me at at at 202-648-8700, 202-648-8700, 202-648-8700, or or or 
Adam Adam Adam PallottaPall Pall ottootto, , , Chief, Chief, Chief, Audit Audit Audit Liaison Liaison Liaison Branch Branch Branch at at at 202-648-8706202-648-8706. 202-648-8706 . . 

Sincerely Sincerely Sincerely yours, yours, yours, 

Thomas Thomas Thomas E. E. E. Brandon Brandon Brandon 
Deputy Deputy Deputy Director Director Director 

iiConsistent iConsistent Consistent with with with the the the findings findings findings of of of the the the OIG 010 OIG Audit Auditteam Audit team team in in in its itits s original original original review review review ofthese ofthese ofthese recordsrecordsrecords, , , ATF's ATF's ATF's forensic forensic forensic auditors auditors auditors 
also also also did did did not not not identify identify identify or or or document document document any any any instance instance instance of of of ATF ATF ATF erroneously erroneously erroneously reporting reporting reporting papayment payment yment infannalianinfonnationinfonnation. . . 
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APPENDIX 3
 

ATF’S RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT
 

MEMORANDUM MEMORANDUM MEMORANDUM TO: TO: TO: Inspector Inspeetor Inspector General General General 

FROM: FROM: FROM: ActActActing ining g Director Director Director 
Bureau Bureau Bureau of of of AlcoholAlcoholAlcohol, . . Tobacco, Tobacco, Tobacco, Firearms Firearms Firearms and and and El[plosives El[plosives E:II:p!osives 

SUBJECT: SUBJECT: SUBJECT: Review RevReviiew ew of of of ththe the e Audit Audit Audit of of of ATF's ATF's ATF's ManagemeManagement Management nt and and and Oversight Oversight Oversight of of of 
Confidential Confidential Confidential Informants Informants Informants 

Thank. Thank Thank you you you for for for allowing allowing allowing the the the Bureau Bureau Bureau of of of Alcohol, Alcohol, Alcohol, Tobacco, Tobncco, Tob£ICco, Firearms Firearms Firearms and and and El[pEl[pE:II:plllosives osives osives (A (A (A TF) TF) TF) thl! thc the! 
opportunity opportunity opportunity to to to review review review and and and comment comment comment on on on the the the Office Office Office of of of Inspector Inspector Inspector Genel1ll's General's Geneml's (010) (010) (OIG) report report report enentitled entitled titled 
"Audit ""Audit Audit of of of the the the BurBureau Bureau eau of of of Alcohol, Alcohol, Alcohol, Tobacco, Tobacco, Tobacco, Firearms Firearms Firearms and and and Explosives' Explosives' El[plosives' (ATr) (ATF) (ATF) ManagManagManageement ement ment and and and 
Oversight Oversight Oversight of ofConfidenliaofConfidenliaConfidential llnllnInformants." formanls." formants." A A A TF TF TF appreciates appreciates appreciates the the the work work work of of of the the the DIG DIG DIG audit audit audit team team team on on on this this this 
maller, maller, maller, and and and concurs concurs concurs with with with all all all of of of the the the recommendations recommendations recommendations in in in the the the report. report. report. As As As the the the report report report indicates., indicates, indicates. ATF ATF ATF 
recognized recognized recognized and and and began began began addressing addressing addressing many many many of of of ttthe he he issues issues issues r:Jised raised raised in in in the the the recommendations recommendations recommendations wewewell ll ll before before before the the the 
audit audit audit began, began, began, and and and mmany many any of oftht oft~ the findings findings findings do do do nOI not not reflee! reflect reflect the the the cUcUcUlTlTlTent ent enl Slrl.tus status status of of of thththe e e program. program. program. As As As we we we move move move 
forward, forward, forward, we we we welcome welcome welcome the the the insights insights insights and and and expertise expertise expertise of of of the the the OIG OIG DIG audaudit audit it team team team to to to guide guide guide ououour r r continuing conticontinuing nuing 
implementation implementaimplementation tion ofprogrnm of ofprogmm program eeenhanhancementsnhancements. ncements. . 

Before Before Before addressing addressing addressing the the the steps steps steps ATF ATF ATF has has has taken ttaken ak.en or or or will will will be be be taking taking taking 10 10 to impimplement implement lement the the the report's report's report's 
te(:ommendations, recommendations, recommendations, we we we bebelieve believe lieve it it it is is is important important important to to to emphasize emphasize emphasize that that that the the the report's report's report's findings findings findings address address address 
deficiencies deficiencies deficiencies --- primarily primarily primarily historical historical historical --- in in in A A A TF's TF's TF's odmiflis/rmive odmifli$/rmive administrarive Qversight Qversight oversight o/its o/its o/its COlljidefllial Confidential COlljidefllial 
In/ormallt In/ormant In/ormant (Cf) (CI) (CI) program; program; program; the the the report report report does docs does not not not identify identify identify any any any deficiencies deficiencies deficiencies in in in ATF's ATF's ATF's OpcrafiOllalllse opcrafionalllse operatiol/a/llse or or or 
oversiglrt oversight oversiglrt of of of confideconfidential confidentintial al informants informants informants in in in investigations. investigations. investigations. The The The report's report's report's findings findings findings are are are primarily primarily primarily 
historical historical historical because because because ATF ATF ATF had had had already already already begun begun begun devedevedevelllopment opment opment of of of a a a newnewnew, , , robust robust robust natnatnat iiional onal onal database database database to to to 
automate automate automate the the the confidential confidential confidential informant informant informant program program program before before before the the the OIG OIG DIG had hnd had initiated initiated initiated its its its revireview. review. ew. The The The new new new 
nationanationanational l l database database database was was was initinitinitiiially ally ally rolled-out rolled.aut rolled.o(Jut in in in October October October 2020201116, 6, 6, wwwhile hhile ile the the the OIG DIG DIG team team team was was was completing completing completing its its its 
infOnrultion information information gathering, gotheriBotherinng, g, and and and it it it is is is significantly significantly significantly enhancing eenhancing nhancing ATF's ATF's ATF's administrativadministrativadministrative e e management management management and and and 
oversight oversight oversight of of of the the the program. program. program. Finally, Finally, Finally, olthough although although the ththe e report report report finds finds finds that that that the tthhe e recorecorecordkerdkrdkeeeping eping eping ddeficiencies deficiencies eficiencies in in in 
ATF's ATF's ATF's legacy legacy legacy database database database and and and paper paper paper files files files could could could have have have led led Jed to to to incomplete incomplete incomplete reporting reporting reporting of of of iinformant informant nformant 
payment payment payment information information information to to to prosecutors, prosecutors, prosecutors, the the the audit audit audit ttteam eeam am did did did not not not find find find any any any instances insinstantances ces where where where inaccurate inaccurnte inaccurate 
payment payment payment information information information WlIS was was in in in fact fact fact provided provided provided in in in the the the criminal crimicriminal nal prosecution prosecution prosecution ppprrrocess. ocess. ocess. As As As discussed discussed discussed at III III 
length length length with with with the the the audit audit audit team, team, team, AAATF TTF F is is is acutely acutely ncuteiy awaawaawarrre e e of of of its its its obligation ob!igation obligation 10 to to provide provide provide accurate accurate accurate and and and complete complete complete 
infonnation information information to to to prosecutors prosecutors prosecutors in in in thththe e e criminocriminacrimina l l l discovery discovery discovery procprocprocess. ess. ess. 

U.S. U.S. U.S. Department Department Department of of of Justice Justice Justice 

Bureau Bureau Bureau oof of f Alcohol, Alcohol, Alcohol, Tobacco, Tobacco, Tobacco, 
Firearms Firearms Firearms and and and El[plosives El[plosives E:II:plosives 

Office Office Office o/t/re o/the o/t/re DiI-ectol" DiI-ector Director 

MAR MAR MAR 16 16 16 1017 1017 1017 

700000 700000 700000 
83838310 110 0 
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Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation #1. #1. #1. Complete Complete Complete the the the development development development of orand of and and implement implement implement II II a reeordkceping recordkeeping reeordkceping system system system 
sufficienllo sufficient sufficicnllo to maintain, maintain, maintain, in in in a II II single single single locloclocation, atioation, n, complete complete complete and and and reliable reliable reliable CI CI CI information. informinformation. ation. To To To 
accomplish accomplish accomplish this, this, this, ATF ATF ATF should: should: should: 

II. II. n. work work work with wilb witb field field field division division division CI CI CI Coordinators Coordinators Coordinators to 10 10 ensure ensure ensure that that that IIny any any dula duia dula that that that is is is to to to be be be 
migrated migrated migrated from from from the the the current currenl currenl CI CI CI Registry Registry Registry System System System iis is s complete, complete, complete, accurate,nnd Ilccurate,llnd Ilccurllte,and 
standardized: standardized; standardized; 

b. b. b. establish establish CShlblish adequate adequute adequate controls controls controls within within within the the the system system system to to to ensure ensure ensure that ththaI aI aall nil ll data daft! daft! is is is enlered entered entered in in in 
II 11 II complete, complete, complete, consistent, consistent, consistent, and lind lind accurate IICCUTl!te IICCUTl!te manner, manner, manner, and and and that thai thai hisloriclll historical historical data data data is is is 
appropriately appropappropriately riately maintained; maintained; maintained; 

c. c. c. ensure ensure ensure thai that thai its its its system system system requires requires requires the the the cuplcapture cuplure ure of of of additional additional additional CI-relatcd CI-CI-relalcd relalcd information information information to to to 
assist assist assist ATF ATF ATF in in in managing managing managing its its its CI CI CI Program, Program, Program, including including including high-level high-level high-level Cis, Cis, Cis, length lenglh length of of of lime time time 
that that that Cis Cis Cis have have have been been been active, active, active, legal leglegal al status status status of of of foreign foreign foreign national national national Cis, Cis, Cis, and and and special speciaspecia l l 
categories cntcgories categories of of of Cis Cis Cis such such such as as as FFLs FFLs FFLs and and and international international international Cis; Cis; Cis; 

d. d. d. implement implement implement a a a method method method to to to accurateaccurateaccurately ly ly and and and completely completely completely track track track all all all payment payment payment information information information 
for for for individual individual individual Cis, Cis, Cis, including including including at at at tthe the he transaction transaction transaction level level level as as os well well well as as as annual annannuuaa l l and and and lifetime lifetime lifetime 
payment payment payment amounts; amounts; amounts; and and and 

e. e. e. routinely routinely routinely analyze anaana llyze yze CI-related CC II-reJated -related information information information to to to bettcr better better manage manage manage the the the CI CI C I Program. Program. Program. 

Response: Response: Response: ATF ATF ATF concurs concurs concurs witwith with h this this this recommendation. recommendation. recommendation. ATF ATF ATF has has has aaalllready reready ady modernized modernized modernized its its its CCI C I I 
reeordkrecordkeeping recordkeeeeping ping system ssystysteem m and and and has has has spedfic spe<:ific spe<:ific pplans plans lans to to to add add add additional additional additional enhanenhancements enhancements cements to to to the the the new, newnew, , automated automated automated 
ssystem system ystem in in in the the the immediate iimmmmedediate iate future. future. future. In IIn n October October October 20 20 20 16. 16, 16, the the the first first first ilerotion iteratiiterotion on of of orthe the the new new new Confidential ConfidentConfidential ial 
Infonnant Inronnant Informant Master MastMaster er Registry Registry Registry and and and Reporting Reporting Reporting System System System ((CIMRRS) (CIMRRS) CIMRRS) was was was deployed deployed deployed for for for use use use by by by the the the fieldfieldfield . . . 
That That That deployment deployment deployment included included included complete complete complete and and and verifiverifiverifieeed d d data data data migration migration migration from from from ththe the e legacy legacy legacy CCCI I I system, ssystem, ystem, as as as well wcll well 
as as as improved improved improved security security security features features features with with with role-based role-based role-based access. accessaccess. . Additionally, Additionally, Additionally, the the the new new new system system system included included included a a a 
centralized centralized centralized payment paymepaymennt t tracking tracking tracking feature feature feature that that that captures captures captures all all all payments payments payments 10 to to CIs CIs CIs at at at the the the ttransatransactional ransactional ctional levellevel, level, , as as as 
well well well as as as aggregataggregate-lifetime aggregatee·-lifetime lifetime payments, payments, payments, and and and the the the capacity capacity capacity 10 to to track track track speciaspeciaspecial l l categories, categories, categories, such such such as as as foreign foreign foreign 
nationals nationals nationals and and and their their their current current current lllegal egal egal status. slatus. status. ATF ATF ATF will will will continue continue continue to to to enhance enhance enhance the [he [he ClMRRS CIMRRS CIMRRS with with with features features features 
to to to provide providprovide e additional additional additiorwllayers layers layers of of of oversight oversight oversight for for for managers, managers, managers, improved improved improved tracking tracking tracking for for for otothother heer r specspecial special ial 
categories categories categories of of of Cis, Cis, Cis, as as as wwewee ll ll ll as as as improved imimproved proved historical historical historical data data data preservation. preservation. preservation. 

Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation H2: H2: H2: Estllblish EstllblisEstllblish h II a a rclinble reliable rclinble procedure procedure procedure for for for ensuring ensuring ensuring ttthat hat hat all aa ll ll Cis Cis Cis requiring requiring requiring 
CIRe CIRC CIRC approv:d approval approval are are are properly properly properly identified identified identified and and and ssubmitted s ubmitted ubmitted for for for eIRe CIRC CIRC review. review. review. This This This should shoshouuld ld include include include 
examining examining eXamining "confidential" "confidential" "confidential" Cis Cis Cis and und undaany any ny other other other active active active Cis Cis Cis that that that should should should be be be classified classified classified as as as high-level high-level high-level 
Ch, Cis, Cis, as as as well well well as as as ensuring ensuring ensuring that Ihat that 1111 1111 all active active active llong-term long-term ong-term Cis Cis Cis requiring requiTing requiring CIRe CIRC CIRC approval approval approval hnve have hllve been been been 
«viewed reviewed reviewed by by by the the the CIRe. CIRe. CIRe. 

Response: Response: Response: ATF ATF ATF concurs concurs concurs with with with this this this recommendation. recommendationret:ommendation. . ATF ATF ATF will will will develdevelop develop op an an an enhancement enhancemcnt enhancement in in in 
CIMRRS CIMRRS CIMRRS to to to accurataccurately accurately ely identify identify identify all all all Cis Cis Cis who who who require require require CIRC CIRC CIRC approval approval approval prior prior prior to to to initial initial initial useuseuse . . . The The The 
enhancement enhancement enhancement also also also willllutomatically willllutomatieally will automatically alert alert alert field field field personnepersonnepersonnel l l and and and HQ HQ HQ program program program managers managers managers whwhwheeen n n eiRCIRe CIRe C 
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review review review ofa of of a a CI CI CI is is is required required required for for for long-term long-tenn long-tenn use use use under under under Department Department Department of of of JuJustice Justice stice gguidelines guidelines uidelines and and and ATF ATF ATF 
policy. policy. policy. This This This feature feature feature willwillihus wi!llhus ihus ensure ensure ensure mmUltiple mUltiple Ultiple layers layers layers of of of oversigoversight. oversight. ht. 

Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation #3: #3: #3: Work Work Work ,yilh ,,,jlh ,,,jib the the the Department Department Department to to to develop develop develop a a II policy policy policy 10 10 10 improve improve improve eiRe· eiRe· eiRe· 
related related related activities, activities, activities, including including including ensuring ensuring ensuring appropriate appropriate appropriate and and and timely timely timely scheduling scheduling scheduling of of of ATF ATF ATF eiRe eiRe eiRe 
meetings meetings meetings and and and improving improving improving the the the efficiency efficiency efficiency in in in decision-nUl decision-making decision-making king at al al ATF ATF ATF eiRe eiRe eIRe meetingmeetings. meetings. s. 

Response: Response: Response: ATF A A TF TF concurs concurs concurs with with with this this this recommendation. recommendationrecommendation . . ATF ATF ATF will wiwill ll work work work with with with the the the Department DDepartment epartment to to to 
ddevelop develop evelop an an an improved improved improved procprocedure procedure edure tto to o convene convconvene ene the the the eiRe eiRe eiRe as as as needed, nneededeeded, , and and and to tto o provide proprovide vide matermaterials materials ials 10 10 10 eeiRe eiRe iRe 
members members members in in in a a a way way way that that that improves improves improves the the the emciency emciency emciency of of of eeiRe eiRe iRe decision-making. decision-making. decision-making. 

Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation #4: #4: #4: Improve Improve Improve the the the monitoring monitormonitoring ing offorrign of offorcign foreign national national national Cis Cis Cis to to to ensure ensure ensure the the the legal legal legal 
status status status of of of active active aetive CIs CIs CIs docs does docs not not not lapse lapse lapse and, and, and, 115 115 as appropriate, I1ppropriate, I1ppropriate, coordinate coordimlte coordinate with with with DHS DHS DHS when when when the the the legal legal legal 
status status status of of of foreign roreign roreign nalional national nalional Cis Cis Cis has has has expired. expired. expired. In In In addition, aaddition, ddition, we we we recommend recommend reeommend that that that ATF ATF ATF determine determine determine 
whether whether whether any any any current current current or or or former rormer rormer Cis Cis Cis with with with expiretl expired expired sponsorships sponsorships sponsorships are arc are in in in the the the United Unitetl United Slates States Slates anti and and ir if ir 
so, 50, 50, coordinate coordinate coordinate with with with DHS DHS DHS on on on the the the status status status of of ofthese thethese se individuals. individuals. individuals. 

Response: Response: ReSPonse: ATF ATF ATF concurs concurs concurs with with with this this this recommrreecommendatcommeenndation. dation. ion. ATF ATF ATF wiwill will ll work work work with with with vendors vendors vendors to to to develop develop develop 
adadditional additional ditional enhancemeenhancements enhnncements nts tto to o CCIMRRS CIMRRS IMRRS 10 to to monitor monitor monitor foreign foreign foreign national nanational lional Cis Cis Cis and and and notify nnotify otify both boboth th field field fie ld llevel level evel 
managers managers managers and and nnd HQ HQ HQ program program program mnnagers manmanagers agers of of of upcoming upcoming upcoming sponsorship sponsorship sponsorship expiratexpiration expiration ion dates, dates, dates, ensuring ensuring ensuring that that that 
appropriate appropriate appropriate steps steps steps can cnn can be be be taken taken taken to to to rrenrenew enew ew oor or r terminate tenninatterminate e authorization. auauthorization. thorization. Additionally. Additionally. Additionally. the ththe e ATF ATF ATF AAlien Alien lien 
SponsorsSponsorship Sponsorship hip program program program will wwill ill develop develop develop a a a pprocedure procedure rocedure tto to o routinely routinely routinely verify verify verify records records records wwith with ith CCI CI I program program program 
managers managers managers and and and DHS DHS DHS officials. officials. officials. ATF ATF ATF will will will continue continue continue to to to coordinate coordinate coordinate wwith with ith DHS DHS DHS on on on the the the status status status of of of alall all l ATF ATF ATF 
sposponsored sponsored nsored foreign foreign foreign national national national CCIs. CIs. is. 

Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation #5: #5: #5: Institute Institute Institute 11 11 a procesprocess process s for for for CI CI CI Program Progrl1m Program officialofficials officials s to to to receive receive receive officc office office ininspection inspection spection 
results resulls results sspeeilie specific peeilie to to to CI CI CI Progl'llm Progrnm Progl'llm management management management in in in order order order to to to better better better assess assess assess whether whether whether offices offices orfiees arare I1re e 
aatlhering adhering dhering to to to CI-related CI-related CI-related policiepolicies, policies, s, as ItS ItS well well well as as as to to to make make make cnhancements enhancements enhancements to to to improve improve improve the the the CI CI CI Program. Program. Program. 

Response: Response: Response: ATF ATF ATF concurs concurs concurs with with with this thithis s recommendation. recommendation. recommendation. Moving Moving Moving forward, forward, forward, the the the ATF ATF ATF Inspection InInspection spection Bronch Bronch Bronch 
will wwill ill develop develop develop a a a procedure procedure procedure to to to provide provide provide CI CI CI program program program manegers managers managers with with with inspection inspection inspection results results results relrelated related ated to to to CCI CI I 
policpolicy policy y compliance. compliance. compl iance. The The The CI CI CI pprogram program rogram manager manager manager will will will utilize utilize utilize this this this data data data to to to develop develop develop field field field guidance guidance guidance to to to 
enhance enhance enhance complinnce compliance compliance with with with agency agency agency policy policy policy aand and nd procedures. pprocedures. rocedures. 

AgainAgain, Again, , thank thanthank k you you you for for for the the the opportunity opportunity opportunity to to to review review review ththis this is report. report. report. AATF ATF TF is is is !;;ommittcommittcommitted eed d to to to implementing implementing implementing 
each each each of oflhese of these these recommendations rrecommendations ecommendations as as as soon soon soon as as as possible. possible. possible. We We We llook look ook fonvard fonvard fonvard to to to continuing continuing continuing to to to work work work with with with 
your your your office office office on on on improving improving improving this tthis his important important important ATF ATF ATF program. program. program. 
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APPENDIX 4
 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
 
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
 

NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT
 

The OIG provided a draft of this audit report to ATF. ATF’s response is 
incorporated in Appendix 3 of this final report. In response to our audit report, ATF 
concurred with our recommendations and discussed the actions it will implement in 
response to our findings. As a result, the status of the audit report is resolved. 

However, we would like to address three points made in ATF’s response. 
First, the response appears to indicate that our findings have no impact on ATF’s 
operational use of CIs in investigations. We disagree. We believe that the absence 
of a CI tracking system that maintained even the most basic data such as payment 
information, and ATF’s inability to ensure that certain high-risk CIs are approved for 
use pursuant to the Attorney General’s Guidelines – both matters we identified and 
are the subject of recommendations – cannot be viewed only as administrative 
failures. To the contrary, the AG Guidelines, including the requirement that the 
Confidential Informant Review Committee approve the continued use of a long-term 
CI, exist to help ensure that law enforcement agencies carefully handle and closely 
supervise CI matters. If an agency does not have adequate controls and systems 
in place to assist in the compliance with the AG Guidelines, it cannot ensure that it 
is taking the appropriate steps to mitigate the inherent risk involved in using CIs 
during its investigative work. 

Second, ATF’s response asserts that ATF “had already begun development” of 
its new database before the OIG initiated this review. While we acknowledge that 
ATF officials informed us shortly after our entrance conference in October 2015 of 
its ongoing discussions to enhance its existing system, ATF did not award the 
contract for its new database until June 2016 (as shown in ATF’s response to our 
June 2016 Management Advisory Memorandum in Appendix 2), which was months 
after our audit began. Therefore, we do not agree that ATF’s new system was 
already in development when our audit began. 

Third, ATF’s response notes our concern that ATF’s recordkeeping practices 
could have led to incomplete payment information being provided to prosecutors 
and then states that the OIG “did not find any instances” where that occurred. 
However, the response ignores the fact, as we made clear in our report, that while 
we were not made aware of any such instances during the audit, the OIG audit 
team did not examine whether ATF in fact provided incorrect CI payment 
information during any criminal proceedings. 

The following provides the OIG analysis of the response and summary of 
actions necessary to close the report. 
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Recommendations for ATF: 

1.	 Complete the development of and implement a recordkeeping system 
sufficient to maintain, in a single location, complete and reliable CI 
information.  To accomplish this, ATF should: 

a. work with field division CI Coordinators to ensure that any data 
that has been migrated from the legacy National CI Registry 
System to CIMRRS is complete, accurate, and standardized; 

b.	 establish adequate procedures and controls within the system to 
ensure that all data is entered in a complete, consistent, and 
accurate manner, and that historical data is appropriately 
maintained; 

c.	 ensure that its system requires the capture and validation of 
additional CI-related information to assist ATF in managing its CI 
Program, including high-level CIs, length of time that CIs have 
been active, legal status of foreign national CIs, and special 
categories of CIs such as FFLs and international CIs; 

d.	 implement a method to accurately and completely track all 
payment information for individual CIs, including at the 
transaction level as well as annual and lifetime payment amounts; 
and 

e. routinely analyze CI-related information to better manage the 
CI Program. 

Resolved. ATF concurred with our recommendation. ATF stated in its 
response that in October 2016, it deployed the first iteration of the new 
Confidential Informant Master Registry and Reporting System (CIMRRS). 
According to ATF, its launch of this new system included complete and 
verified data migration from the legacy database, as well as improved 
security features, centralized payment tracking, and the capacity to track 
special categories of CIs. ATF further stated that it will continue to enhance 
CIMRRS with features to provide additional layers of oversight for managers, 
improved tracking for other special categories of CIs, and improved historical 
data preservation. 

As discussed in our report, ATF provided the OIG with a demonstration of 
CIMRRS in January 2017. Although we believe that the new automated 
system is an improvement over ATF’s prior automated CI system, we noted 
that ATF did not yet have sufficient controls in place to ensure that all 
CI information is captured and validated, including individual payments or 
annual and lifetime payment amounts to CIs. In addition, ATF officials told 
us that they had not yet updated ATF policy to incorporate the use of 
CIMRRS. Moreover, although ATF’s demonstration of CIMRRS included 
information about steps ATF took to ensure that no data was lost during the 
migration of data from the National CI Registry System, ATF officials stated 
during the demonstration that the legacy data was not reviewed or revised 
prior to the migration. ATF’s response to our report does not address any 
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additional steps taken to review the legacy data migrated to the new system 
to ensure that data from the legacy system was complete, accurate, and 
standardized. In addition, ATF’s response did not address our 
recommendation to routinely analyze CI-related information to better 
manage the CI Program. 

The OIG recognizes that ATF’s new automated CI system, CIMRRS, is still in 
its infancy. We believe that ATF should prioritize enhancements to CIMRRS, 
including additional layers of oversight; improved tracking for payments to 
CIs and special categories of CIs; and improved historical data preservation. 
Further, ATF needs to incorporate the use of CIMRRS into its policies and 
procedures and promulgate these new policies and procedures to all relevant 
employees. Additionally, ATF should ensure that migrated data is complete, 
accurate, and standardized and should provide the OIG an update on its 
efforts to routinely analyze CI-related information to better manage the 
CI Program. This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence 
that ATF has completed the development and implementation of a 
recordkeeping system sufficient to maintain, in a single location, complete 
and reliable CI information. 

2.	 Establish a reliable procedure for ensuring that all CIs requiring CIRC 
approval are properly identified and submitted for CIRC review.  This 
should include examining “confidential” CIs and any other active CIs 
that should be classified as high-level CIs, as well as ensuring that 
all active long-term CIs requiring CIRC approval have been reviewed 
by the CIRC. 

Resolved. ATF concurred with our recommendation. ATF stated in its 
response that it will develop an enhancement in CIMRRS to accurately 
identify all CIs who require CIRC approval prior to initial use as a CI. In 
addition, ATF stated that this enhancement will automatically alert field 
personnel and headquarters program managers when CIRC review of a 
long-term CI is required. 

In its response, ATF did not address whether it examined any “confidential” 
CIs or any other active CIs that should be classified as high-level CIs, as well 
as whether ATF has ensured that all active long-term CIs requiring CIRC 
approval have been reviewed by the CIRC. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that ATF 
enhanced CIMRRS with the ability to ensure that all CIs requiring CIRC 
approval are identified and submitted for CIRC review, as well as that all 
active long-term CIs requiring CIRC approval have been reviewed by the 
CIRC. ATF should also provide evidence that ATF has assessed whether any 
“confidential” CIs or any other active CIs should be classified as high-level 
CIs, and if so, that ATF submitted these CIs to the CIRC for approval. 
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3.	 Work with the Department to develop a policy to improve 
CIRC-related activities, including ensuring appropriate and timely 
scheduling of ATF CIRC meetings and improving the efficiency in 
decision-making at ATF CIRC meetings. 

Resolved. ATF concurred with our recommendation. ATF stated in its 
response that it will work with the Department to develop an improved 
procedure to convene the CIRC as needed, as well as to provide materials to 
CIRC members in a way that improves the efficiency of CIRC 
decision-making. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that ATF has 
coordinated with the Department to develop an improved CIRC procedure, 
including convening the CIRC in an appropriate and timely manner. In 
addition, ATF should provide evidence of its efforts to improve the efficiency 
of CIRC decision-making, including steps taken to provide CIRC members 
with appropriate materials to review. 

4.	 Improve the monitoring of foreign national CIs to ensure the legal 
status of active CIs does not lapse and, as appropriate, coordinate 
with DHS when the legal status of foreign national CIs has expired. 
In addition, we recommend that ATF determine whether any current 
or former CIs with expired sponsorships are in the United States and 
if so, coordinate with DHS on the status of these individuals. 

Resolved. ATF concurred with our recommendation. ATF stated in its 
response that it will develop enhancements to CIMRRS to monitor foreign 
national CIs and notify both field-level managers and headquarters program 
managers of upcoming sponsorship expiration dates. Additionally, ATF 
stated that the ATF Alien Sponsorship Program will develop a procedure to 
routinely verify records with CI program managers and will continue to 
coordinate with DHS on the status of all ATF-sponsored foreign national CIs. 

In its response, ATF did not address whether any current or former CIs with 
expired sponsorships are in the United States and if so, whether ATF has 
coordinated with DHS on the status of these individuals. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that ATF has 
improved the monitoring of foreign national CIs. These improvements should 
include ensuring coordination with DHS on legal status expiration information 
and events, including examining current or former CIs with expired 
sponsorships. 
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5.	 Institute a process for CI Program officials to receive office 
inspection results specific to CI Program management in order to 
better assess whether offices are adhering to CI-related policies, as 
well as to make enhancements to improve the CI Program. 

Resolved. ATF concurred with our recommendation. ATF stated in its 
response that the Inspection Branch will develop a procedure to provide 
CI program managers with the results of office inspections related to 
CI policy compliance. In addition, ATF stated that the CI program manager 
will utilize the information to develop field guidance to enhance compliance 
with agency policy and procedures. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence of the 
Inspection Branch’s new procedure to provide the results of office inspections 
to CI program management. ATF should also provide evidence that 
CI program management has reviewed office inspection information and 
taken any necessary action, including developing field guidance to enhance 
compliance with agency policies and procedures, when appropriate. 
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